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W
ill it work? Will it actually, as in, doing-this-puts-money-
in-your-pocket work? That question always pops into my 
mind when I see a new kind of business. Back in the dot-
com days, a good friend of mine signed on as a creative 
director for a website that sold alcohol. Booze of every sort. 

I wished him well, and then asked him: Putting aside the complexities of 
interstate hooch shipping, has it occurred to you that it might actually be 
easier to stop at a wine store to buy wine for dinner — as opposed to order-

ing it online and then waiting for the FedEx guy to 
finish shaking it and hand it over? He and his crew 
never bothered to ask themselves if the thing was 
going to work. They lasted maybe seven months.

But this is not a column meant to praise brick–
and–mortar stores. Neither is it meant to in any way 
diminish the remarkable e-commerce model being 
used by Hello Music, the subject of this month’s cover 
story. The business has been going, and growing, for 
two years now, and the energetic hands in charge 
have most certainly asked themselves if they will 
thrive with their new approach. There are, no doubt, 
important insights to gain from these newcomers. 
In fact, a couple of comments by CEO Rick Camino 
struck me like thunderbolts.

In the earliest days of the company, he said — way 
back in 2010 — Hello Music did a survey to learn how they might better 
serve their membership. “Three-quarters of the responses,” Camino said, 
“revolved around negative experiences in purchasing gear.” I’m predisposed 
to distrust such data — it was an internal and unscientific sample. But still! 
The respondents were people who had already been buying equipment, 
who were looking to buy more, and who expressed unhappiness with the 
shopping experience. Might they have been your customers? Some of them?

Another key point Camino made concerned his company’s website plat-
form development. “We’re not building this with the expectation of people 
coming to us,” he said. “We’re ... building this thing so that we’ll go to them.” 
That reminded me of a comment Chuck Surack, president of Sweetwater 
Sound, made in last month’s issue: 82 percent of his company’s phone calls 
are outgoing. It reminded me, too, of the insights in Gerson Rosenbloom’s 
column in this issue (page 38) about stocking product customers actually want.

This is our January issue — the season of resolutions. Among mine, 
certainly, is to make it easier for my customers — our readers — to find 
us (check out our website for info on how to get our digital edition, if you 
don’t already receive it), and then, once they do, to make sure they’re happy 
with the experience. Let us know how we’re doing. MI

PERSPECTIVE I BY DAVID ZIVAN

CUSTOMERS HAPPY?
You better think — think! 

— A. FRANKLIN
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Sweet Praise

On behalf of the 500 employ-
ees of Sweetwater Sound, I 

want to thank Music Inc. for the 
wonderful cover story “Sweet 
Success” in the December 2012 
issue. All of us here were hon-
ored to see Sweetwater chosen 
as Music Inc.’s Retailer of the 
Year for the second time.

What’s truly humbling is to be 
recognized when, as your issue 
demonstrates, there are so many 
exciting, innovative, customer-
oriented and successful music 
retailers across the country.

I have had a lot of great re-
sponse to the story by phone and 
email, and the congratulations 
have given all of us a lift. That’s 
a testament to your devoted read-
ership, as well.

It’s been an incredible year 
for us, including the announce-
ment of a 110,000-square-foot 
expansion to our campus in Fort 
Wayne, Ind., plus major proj-
ects, such as the installation of 
a new sound system in Indiana 
University’s fabled Assembly 
Hall basketball arena, as well 
as record sales figures that have 
surpassed our most optimistic 
projections.

All of it is a testament to the 
commitment, professionalism, 
and talent of our employees. I 
couldn’t be more proud of them. 
And it’s great to be able to show 
them your cover story, as we 
did last week, to demonstrate 
how their efforts have received 
national recognition.

I also want to thank and 

recognize our more than 400 
vendors, who, this year, have 
worked with us in new and in-
ventive ways to let us offer truly 
amazing benefits.

And, finally, I am thankful 
for our more than 2 million 
customers for their continued 
support. Every day, their posi-
tive response, both through pur-
chases, and through their written 
and verbal feedback, is proof that 
our unique business model is 
right for them and right for the 
music industry.

Chuck Surack
Founder and President

Sweetwater Sound

Looking Ahead

Thank you for the recent pro-
file “Fab Five” on Blackstar 

in the November 2012 issue.

We were proud to celebrate 
our fifth anniversary in 2012 and 
would like to acknowledge all 
of the U.S. retailers who helped 
to make that possible.

We’ve enjoyed getting to 
know many great dealers in 
the last few years, and we look 
forward to working with more 
of you in the years to come.

Paul Hayhoe
Director of Sales and Marketing

Blackstar

EDITOR’S NOTE: MUSIC INC.  

ENCOURAGES LETTERS AND 

RESPONSES TO ITS STORIES. 

E-MAIL LETTERS TO  

EDITOR@MUSICINCMAG.COM; OR  

WRITE TO 102 N. HAVEN RD.  

ELMHURST, IL 60126; 630-941-2030;  

FAX: 630-941-3210.
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SQUEETONES GUITARS I BY JEFF CAGLE

SQUEETONES REPORTS FOR DUTY

W
hen U.S. Army 
2nd. Lt. Frank 
Danna found 
himself at Fort 
Sill, Okla., 

three weeks ahead of the start of 
a field artillery training course — 
and was told not to leave town in 
the downtime — he walked into 
a local music store and walked 
out with a $50 guitar that he 
didn’t know how to play.

“I’m a very fidgety person, 
and when I heard I couldn’t 
leave I was devastated,” he said. 
“I didn’t know what I was go-

ing to do with myself for three 
weeks bored out of my brain, so 
I bought a guitar. I just sat for 
three weeks and played, and it 
was like a lightbulb went off. 
It morphed into an overnight 
passion for me.”

Five years later, that passion  
— now owned by a captain — 
culminated in the late-October 
opening of his new guitar shop, 
SqueeTones Guitars, located on 
the east side of El Paso, Texas.

SqueeTones — named after 
Danna’s late little brother, Paul, 
a lifelong guitarist who people 

affectionately called Squeeter — 
started humbly in February 2012 
as an Internet-only operation in 
Danna’s garage.  He and his wife, 
Vanessa, bought used equipment 
on Craigslist and resold it. They 
soon joined forces with a local 
tech, Andre Rogers, who had also 
been working out of his house.

“Our intent was to be a U.S. 
online retailer,” Danna said. 
“We’d put up ads on Craigslist 
and mentioned we were working 
out of the house and were trying 
to cater to the local gigging musi-
cians who wanted good quality 

equipment. We had a lot of local 
guys calling asking if they could 
come over to the garage to try 
out equipment and get advice on 
pedals for their pedal boards.”

The operation’s rapid growth 
convinced Danna that his side of 
town could use a good, quality 
music shop. The nearest Gui-
tar Center location could be a 
45 minute drive, depending on 
traffic and, Danna said, “the east 
side of town is growing at such a 
rate that it has almost overtaken 
the west side in population.”

Within two months of start-
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ing SqueeTones it was clear that 
a storefront was needed. A lease 
was signed in May and buildout 
was completed in early October.

Aside from the legitimacy that 
a storefront brought to his busi-
ness, Danna said he wanted to 
provide a place for musicians, 
families and service members 
to gather and share their love 
of music — a place Danna said 
he was looking for but never 
found as he was starting to play 
and moving around from base 
to base with the military.

“We want a nice family envi-
ronment where people feel com-
fortable coming in and asking 
us questions, even something as 
simple as asking for help trying 
to play a chord or if they just 
need a quiet place to practice,” 
he said. “I’ve been stationed in 

many different places and no-
where that I ever went had a 
place to go just to get general 
advice about the instrument it-

self. And the military doesn’t 
have programs to learn guitar.”

SqueeTones, which has 2,550 
feet of space and three acousti-

cally treated lesson studios, is 
located just a few miles from 
Fort Bliss and offers discounts 
on equipment as well as free les-
sons to all service members, a 
program Danna said is already 
very popular.

“We’ve had several soldiers 
come in and say how they’ve 
really been looking for a place 
like this where they can come 
and just get some advice,” he 
said. “There’s always a little bit 
of fear in going to a new place 
and not finding the same group 
of people that you can grow with 
in your hobby. Even if someone 
comes in who is about to leave, 
we want them to think when 
they get to their next base, ‘Hey, 
I remember that place in El Paso. 
I really wish we had a place like 
that here.’” MI

Frank Danna Jr. (dad), Vanessa (wife), Capt. 
Frank Danna, Carmen (mom), Katy (sister)
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Holiday Music, a ten-year-old 
Beijing-based distributor of 

guitars on mainland China, opened 
its first retail location in Hong 
Kong in September. At present, the 
3,200-square-foot store is focusing 
on its combo business, owner Bo Gao 
said, “because we love rock’n’roll 
music and guitars.” The store also 
regularly hosts clinics and events.

“As the first retail store opened 
by a distributor from the mainland, 
Holiday Music (Hong Kong) repre-
sents the growth of [our business], 
and also means that music companies 
from mainland China have made a big 
stride, which is of historic signifi-
cance,” said Gao, making reference to 
the company’s first foray into the so-
called “special administrative region,” 
which allows far greater economic 
freedoms than on the mainland.

HOLIDAY MUSIC I OPENING

HOLIDAY CELEBRATION

Holiday Music’s new Hong 
Kong location is focused mainly 
on the combo segment.

Bo Gao
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From the last week of September to the first week of December 
2012, Guitar Center opened five new stores, bringing its total to 

240. The new locations, each of which hosted grand opening fes-
tivities, are located in New Williston, Vt.; New Portsmouth, N.H.; 
Raritan, N.J.;  Midlothian, Va. and Boston. The Boston store is lo-
cated in a former Daddy’s Junky Music space, in the neighborhood 
of the Berklee School of Music. All feature the Guitar Center Stu-
dios lesson facilities, as well as a GC Garage for repair operations.

Raritan

GUITAR CENTER I OPENINGS

GUITAR CENTER OPENS 
LOCATIONS IN FIVE STATES

BostonNew WIlliston

New Portsmouth Midlothian
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In early October, Faust Harrison Pia-
nos celebrated the grand opening of 

its newest piano retail, music educa-
tion and performance center, located 
in Huntington Station on New York’s 
Long Island. The two-level facility, 
the company’s third location, occupies 
10,000 freshly renovated square feet, 
and includes a performance space on 
its lower level. It will be managed by 
music industry veteran Sam Varon. 

“This new showroom truly reflects 
our company’s long-held mission — to 
sell only the best possible pianos, and 
to support our customers with the best 
possible piano service,” said Sara Faust, 
president of Faust Harrison. “We are 
very fortunate to have Sam Varon on 
board to manage 
the store. Sam 
possesses a deep 
knowledge of the 
piano industry  
and the local 
market, and we’re 
confident that he 
will make a big  
difference as 
we take Faust 
Harrison to the 
next level.”

The opening 
took place just 
weeks ahead of 
Hurricane Sandy, 
but Faust said the company emerged rel-
atively unscathed. “Our New York City 
location is located near the crain that 
collapsed, so we were closed for a week,” 
she added. “But we were very lucky. We 
were very concerned at first, and we lost 
power for a week, but it wasn’t that cold 
so there were no extremes of humidity. 
Did the pianos go out of tune? Yes.”

MUSICIAN’S FRIEND I LAUNCH

Musician’s Friend Releases 
Interactive Digital Catalog

FAUST HARRISON I OPENING

FAUST 
HARRISON 
OPENS NEW 
LOCATION

In partnership with Zmags, a lead-
ing provider of commerce-enabled 

digital publications, e-tailing giant 
Musician’s Friend launched a new 
digital catalog this past October. 
The product will be available on the 
company’s website, as well as on 
Facebook and other social channels.

The catalog incorporates high-
resolution imagery, modern swip-
ing interactions and navigation, 
as well as zoomable 360-degree 
product views, branded video 
segments and audio clips.

“Our customers’ needs are con-
tinually evolving,” said Ryan Villiers, 

at Musician’s Friend. “Shoppers 
want to engage on demand, across 
multiple channels and devices. With 
our [new catalog], we are meeting 
our customers on this new playing 

rich, lush nature of these instru-
ments. The [new] platform en-
abled us to emulate the feeling our 
customers could previously only get 
while playing it for themselves.”

The opening 
took place 
just ahead 

of Hurricane 
Sandy, but 

the company 
emerged 
relatively 

unscathed
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SWEETWATER SOUND I INSTALLATION

SWEETWATER PLAYS 
IN ASSEMBLY HALL

Members of the 
installation team

Fort Wayne, Ind.-based  Sweetwater Sound, 
the Music Inc. Retailer of the Year for 

2012, teamed up with installation company 
All Pro Sound to install an entirely new 
sound system at fabled Assembly Hall, home 
of the Indiana Hoosiers basketball team, 
located on the Indiana University campus 
in Bloomington, Ind. At press time, the 
Hoosiers were ranked No. 1 in the nation 
by the Associated Press.

Since its construction in 1971, Assembly 
Hall has been one of the most famous sports 
venues in the world, having played host to 
some of the signature moments of college 
basketball. This was the first renovation of 
the sound system since the venue’s opening. 

A job of this scope typically takes three 
to six months. But due to scheduling issues, 
this project was fast-tracked and completed 
in about 30 days — with the demolition of 
the old system and the installation of the 
new state-of-the-art system taking only 19 
days. The work had to be performed around 
the IU practice schedules. That meant that 
this was entirely a nighttime project, with 
6 p.m. – 8 a.m. shifts.

A key aspect of Sweetwater’s and All 
Pro Sound’s winning of the contract was 

their ability to deliver in a short time frame. 
A coordinated effort between manufactur-
ers was integral to the project’s success. 
Long-time partners involved included JBL, 
Crown, and BSS, as well as Renkus-Heinz, 
who all assisted in completing the project 
in a fraction of the typical installation time. 

“Assembly Hall is one of the premiere 
college basketball venues in the nation, and 
our state-of-the-art sound system will greatly 
enhance the event experience for our fans,” 
said Fred Glass, IU vice president and direc-
tor of intercollegiate athletics.

“With Fort Wayne, Ind., being the home 
of Sweetwater, I felt a particularly strong 
desire to see the sound system in this in-
credible sports facility be installed by an 
Indiana company,” said Sweetwater founder 
and President Chuck Surack. “From sales 
to merchandising, our team worked around 
the clock to put together a winning bid. 
And with our existing relationship with All 
Pro Sound, plus our incredible partnerships 
with audio manufacturers, we knew that, 
together, we would be able to meet the many 
challenges this huge project presented.”

Sound-system design for the project was 
provided by New York-based SIA Acoustics. 
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INMUSIC I BY HILARY BROWN

SYNERGY IN THE STUDIO

J
ack O’ Donnell, CEO of 
inMusic, is not afraid 
to act swiftly. So when 
the chance to acquire 
AIR Software Group 

(the virtual-instrument archi-
tects behind Avid Pro Tools) 
and controller and interface 
manufacturer M-Audio arose, 
he did not hesitate.

“It was more of a rapid op-
portunistic deal versus a gradual 
strategic partnership,” O’Donnell 
said. “Fortunately for our cus-
tomers and us, our dynamic 
business model enables us to 
move quickly when these op-
portunities arise.”

InMusic already boasts a 
lengthy roster of recognizable 

brands — Akai Professional, 
Alesis, ION Audio, MixMeis-
ter, Numark and Sonivox — 
and its partnership with AIR 
and M-Audio has borne some 
tasty fruit for the recording and 
beat-making sets. In a matter of 
weeks, the company managed 
to incorporate the acquisition 
into its 2012 Summer NAMM 

Show plans, unveiling a 
renewed line of produc-
tion gear. Among the 
hotly anticipated of-
ferings was M-Audio’s 
Axiom AIR keyboard 
controller line, which 
blends M-Audio hard-
ware with AIR’s Ignite 
software. That fully in-
tegrated Axiom AIR 
controller demonstrates 
some of the soon-to-be-
tapped technological — 
and commercial — po-
tential that comes from 

the deal.
“One immediate 

impact is that we 
are now able to of-

fer more compelling 
and creative tools for 

music composition 
through AIR,” O’Donnell 

said. “Ignite is a perfect ex-
ample. By acquiring the AIR 

Software Group and M-Audio, 
we’re not only broadening but 
also deepening our commitment 

to the future of music creation 
and production.”

The first step toward ensur-
ing that deeper commitment, 
O’Donnell says, is to focus re-
sources toward research and de-
velopment — a move enabled by 
product-bundling opportunities 
and a newfound contingent of 
talent.

A NEW KIND OF ARMY

For O’Donnell, the benefits 
of taking on AIR Software 

Group and M-Audio certainly 
outweighed the costs. Prior to 
the acquisition, both AIR and 
M-Audio were established cat-
egory front-runners with ster-
ling reputations, taskforces of 
knowledgeable engineers and a 
bounty of invaluable intellectual 
property. Many members of the 
M-Audio development team, in 
fact, had been around since the 
company’s conception.

“We are very excited about 
having some of the original M-
Audio team with us — some of 
the people responsible for M-
Audio’s most innovative and 
iconic products,” O’Donnell said. 

Taking the unique skill sets 
of his new employees into con-
sideration, O’Donnell plans to 
maintain each brand’s own re-
search and development team 
with a voice distinct from its 
subsidiaries, from the product-

M-Audio 
Axiom AIR 

Mini-32 
Keyboard 
and Ignite 
software 

bundle
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development stages to the store 
shelves. 

“Our philosophy is to take 
each brand and position discrete 
talent around each of them, so 
they have their own mission 
and unique value proposition,” 
O’Donnell said. “Together, 
we are now positioned to cre-
ate even more innovative and 
groundbreaking products for our 
customers.”

The acquisition has required 
other changes as well, including 
the addition of two new offices at 
the company’s Cumberland, R.I., 
headquarters. The major uptick 
in “general domain expertise” 
should also bolster inMusic’s 
product-education initiatives.

“One of the new areas we 
are developing and growing in 
is our customer training and 

engagement team,” O’Donnell 
explained. “As we develop more 
technologically advanced prod-
ucts and ecosystems of products, 
we are committed to providing 
more effective tutorials, product 
training and customer engage-
ment to ensure their experience 
is successful.”

The company’s growth does 
not end at its front door. Because 
distribution is one of inMusic’s 
strongest suits, O’Donnell be-
lieves that the acquisition will 
entice new dealers — most of 
whom are well-acquainted with 
M-Audio and AIR — to carry 
more of his brands, especially due 
to the profits gained from new 
merchandising opportunities. 

“Our broad array of software 
and hardware provides a more 
complete and inspiring experi-

ence for the end-customer, which 
in turn drives greater value 
and success for our dealers,” 
O’Donnell said. “Our goal is to 
give our customers the products 
that provide experiences they had 
previously only dreamed of.”

BUNDLE UP

So what’s the most effective 
way of leveraging inMusic’s 

recent acquisition to market to 
new customers? According to 
O’Donnell, the answer lies in 
effective product bundling, which 
he said makes inMusic brands 
more accessible to a wider array 
of end-users. That includes pair-
ing AIR products, such as Ignite, 
with M-Audio, Numark and Akai 
hardware. It also entails porting 
AIR virtual-instrument technol-
ogy to pre-existing Sonivox au-

dio platforms, all of which are 
compatible with hardware from 
other inMusic brands.

The most profitable bundling 
prospect comes from AIR’s big-
gest undertaking — its affilia-
tion with the Pro Tools family. 
O’Donnell believes that pack-
aging the widely popular Avid 
software with select hardware 
will substantially boost the com-
pany’s bottom line and enhance 
overall product features.

“While Avid is focused on 
the postproduction, producer and 
engineering space, inMusic is fo-
cused on the music creator and 
performance space,” O’Donnell 
explained. “Blending our brands 
and product offerings from Avid 
will deliver unprecedented cre-
ative and performance function-
ality for our customers.” MI
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INNOVATIVE PERCUSSION I BY KATIE KAILUS

DRUMMING UP GROWTH

I
nnovative Percussion began 20 
years ago as a keyboard mallet 
company in the living room of 
founder Erik Johnson’s college 
apartment. Today, the Nash-

ville, Tenn.-based company has 
grown to fill a 3,500-square-foot 
facility and has expanded its of-
ferings to include drumsticks, 
brushes, drum mallets, drum 
practice pads and percussion 
publications.

“We started with three differ-
ent marching keyboard mallet 
models, and now we have about 
650,” Johnson said.

The company has not only 
expanded its product lines, but its 
staff as well. When CEO George 
Barrett joined the company in 
1999, there were only five em-
ployees. Today, there are more 
than 30.

“We’ve grown substantially 
in size,” Barrett said. 

“When I got here we had a 
fairly-limited dealer base. Now 
we have a half a dozen distribu-
tors in the United States, and 
we ship to at least 40 different 
countries.”

GRASSROOTS GUERILLA MARKETING

Growing its dealer base has 
been a gradual process. 

Johnson attributes this to the 
most tried-and-true form of pro-
motion: word-of-mouth.

“Marketing our products in 
the beginning was the same as it 
is today,” he said. “Back then, we 
sent out a lot of complimentary 
product to teachers and asked 
that if they liked them to tell 
their students about us.

“We’ve been building the com-
pany so fast, and we’ve not had 
the financial marketing means 
of some of our competitors. So, 

as we’ve moved forward, we’ve 
done more things like passing out 
t-shirts, attending trade shows, 
expanding our artist roster and 
being visible to the public. We’ve 
taken a real grassroots guerilla 
marketing approach.”

The company is also using its 
anniversary as a springboard to 
continue to expand in the drum 
set products market. His team 
plans to spread the word via 

Twitter and Facebook, in addi-
tion to launching its new website.

“The new site will include a 
company timeline as a historical 
piece that celebrates how we got 
to where we are now,” Barrett 
said. 

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

Looking ahead to the next 20 
years, Johnson and Barrett 

hope to emerge as a leader in 
the percussion market, while 
continuing to maintain a bou-
tique feel.

“We’re always competing 
with companies that are much 
larger than us,” Johnson said. 
“We’ve strived to offer a high-end 
product with the feel of a small 
company relationship.”

Barrett said he feels that with 
the many recent mergers and con-
solidations in the MI industry, 
a lot of companies that used to 
feel small don’t anymore. But 

that “feeling” is important to 
Innovative Percussion. 

“It’s a strong point for our 
business, and that’s something 
that we want to maintain,” Bar-
rett said.

While the company’s products 
retain a boutique feel, one could 
argue the company has outgrown 
that status. Johnson said he and 
his team have loved building the 
company and look forward to 
continuing to do so. 

“We’ve had to fight so hard to 
compete that we’ve been willing 
to do whatever it took,” he said. 
“We’re a bunch of drummers 
that get to get up and play with 
drumsticks every day. We love 
what we do. That’s what keeps 
us driving through hard times. 
We don’t want to have a large 
corporate identity. We want to 
maintain a family-like personal-
ity, so we want to continue to 
grow within those guidelines.” MI

From left: vice president 
of operations Chris 

Long with Erik Johnson 
and George Barrett

Innovative 
Percussion 

continues to 
make a name 

for itself as 
it reaches 

its 20th 
anniversary
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The 133rd annual Audio Engineer-
ing Society Convention (AES) was 
held at the Moscone Center in San 
Francisco from Oct. 26–29, 2012. 

Nearly 296 exhibitors and 11,000 
attendees visited the four-day event. 
However, attendance was lower than 
AES executives anticipated due to 
Hurricane Sandy, which hit the East 
Coast on the last day of the show.

“In the months leading up to the 
show we had strong preregistration 
numbers and were on target for at least 
14,000 people,” said AES Executive 
Director Bob Moses. “The exhibition 
hall was packed on Saturday, but Hur-
ricane Sandy took a lot of wind out of 
our sails. People fled for the airport on 
Sunday and Monday as flights were 
canceled around the country.

“In the end, some 11,000 attend-
ees turned out, reflecting strong pre-
registration but disappointing on-site 
sales. On the bright side, we were 
very happy with attendance in the 
inaugural Project Studio Expo. With 

1,680 people [attending], it nearly 
doubled what we anticipated.”

Highlights of the show included 
appearances by Steve Lillywhite of U2 
and Dave Mathews Band fame, as well 
as Platinum engineers and producers 
Jack Douglas, Narada Michael Walden 
and Young Guru. 

The 2012 show was also the de-
but of Project Studio Expo, a two-day 
event, which included practical clinics, 
in-depth dialogues focused on emerg-
ing recording techniques, workflow, 
technology innovations and advice 
on best practices from leaders in the 
field. {aes.org)

ARTIST APPROVED I SABIAN

Sabian Teams 
With Acuña
S  

to its roster of artists. 
-

Cartney, Joni Mitchell, Ella Fitzgerald, 
Whitney Houston and Carlos Santana, and 
has conducted seminars at such universi-
ties as UCLA, CSUN and Berklee College 
of Music.

“I am greatly looking forward to making 
new sounds with my Sabian cymbals,” 

of our family,” said Andy Zildjian, president 
of Sabian. “Not only is he a great player, 
but he’s one of the greatest people I have 
ever met.” {sabian.com} 

DISTRIBUTION I MUSIQUIP

Proel Selects Musiquip
Musiquip has been named the U.S. dis-

tributor for Proel S.p.A. Headquartered 
in Sant’Omero, Italy, Proel offers loud-

solutions, LED lighting and accessories.
“Having the opportunity to work with 

bring a host of new products to the current 
dealer base that has supported Proel for 
many years,” said Simon Sinclair, busi-
ness development director for Proel. 

“Adding Proel to our catalog is par-

a solid foothold in the U.S. pro audio 
market,” said Musiquip General Man-
ager John Kelley. {musiquip.com}

AES I EVENT

AES ATTENDANCE 
LOWERED DUE TO 
HURRICANE SANDY

Strong 
preregistration 
numbers were 

no match for 
Sandy’s impact

Alex Acuña

2012 AES show



Line 6 has promoted Paul Foeckler to 
president and CEO. Co-founder Marcus 
Ryle has assumed the role of chief strategy 

succeeds Mike Muench, who recently re-
signed after a 14-year tenure as president 
and CEO.

Pearl has hired Jerry Noble as its 
marketing manager for concert and Adams 
products.

PreSonus has named Patrick Foucher 
to the newly created position of chief infor-

LPD Music has added Nick Cicero as a 
national sales manager.

Douglas E. Nestler has joined US Music 
Corp. as vice president of sales for Mar-
shall USA.

Fishman has added David Bensheimer 
as senior mechanical engineer, Jim Albert 
as senior electrical engineer and Deb Fur-
man as junior mechanical engineer.

Korg USA has appointed Terry Dockrill as 
district sales manager for the Ohio Valley area.

APPOINTMENTS
Dean Markley 
Announces 
New CEO
Lori McCal-

lian has 
been named 
CEO of both 
Dean Markley 
USA and Ultra-
sound Ampli-
fiers. McCallian 
will be actively 
involved in the 
various strategic, financial and oper-
ational components of the company.  

“Becoming part of the Dean 
Markley team was appealing to me 
because I valued and identified with 
the 40-year successful history of the 
company,” McCallian said. “I appre-
ciated the team’s commitment to the 
customer through providing quality 
and innovative products. In addi-
tion, as a long-time piano player and 
music fan, this was a great opportu-
nity to combine two of my favorite 
things — music and business.”

Previously, McCallian has worked 
in the insurance and financial ser-
vices industries. {deanmarkley.com}

Lori McCallian
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After 24 years at Zildjian and 30 
years in the percussion in-

dustry, John DeChristopher, vice 
president of artist relations and 
events marketing worldwide at 
Zildjian, has decided to retire. 

 “While we are saddened to see 
John leave the Zildjian family, we 
are very grateful for his many years 
of loyalty, dedication and signifi-
cant contribution to the Zildjian 
brand,” said Craigie Zildjian, com-
pany CEO. “We are extremely 
proud to have had John represent 
Zildjian over the past 24 years.”

“This has been my world for 
nearly half of my life,” DeChristo-
pher said. “But, I feel it’s time for 
me to take a break and hit the reset 
button. I am deeply grateful to the 
Zildjian family for the opportuni-
ties and all their support during my 
career, and am very proud of the 
wonderful artist relations team I’ve 
built at Zildjian.” {zildjian.com}

Two Old Hippies (TOH) has acquired Weber Fine Acoustic Instruments. 
 “Our ability to create amazing and unique instruments will expand incredibly 

with the capabilities of [TOH’s] new facility and the resources now available to 
us,” said Bruce Weber, founder of Weber Instruments. “I’m honored to be included 
in Tom’s [Bedell, owner of TOH] dream and admire his dedication in assembling a 
great team in a great location to build awesome acoustic instruments.”

Weber production will transition to Bend, Ore., home of Two Old Hippies, 
during the first quarter of 2013. {twooldhippies.com}

ZILDJIAN I PERSONNEL

ZILDJIAN VP
RETIRES

TWO OLD HIPPIES I ACQUISITION

Two Old Hippies Adds Weber

John DeChristopher
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The 99th shareholder meeting of 
Matth. Hohner AG, Hohner’s 

European division, was held on Nov. 
27, 2012, at the Dr. Ernst Hohner 
Concert Hall in Trossingen, Ger-
many. During the meeting, share-
holders discussed the company’s 
business development, a renewed 
market focus and new products.

During the fiscal year ending 
March 31, 2012, sales growth of 
the Hohner Group’s international 
brands posted a 5 percent increase 
to 67.2 million euro versus last 
year’s 63.9 million euro. This sales 
increase was driven by growth in 
North America (up 9.7 percent), 
Asia (up 21.9 percent), and South 
and Central America (up 34.4 
percent), partially offset by a 4.5 
percent decline in sales to Europe, 
the company’s largest market. As 
a result of the positive sales im-
provement as well as effective 
cost management, the Hohner 
Group improved its net income 
performance by 83.2 percent to 
2.7 million euro in the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 2012, compared 
to 1.5 million euro in the previ-
ous fiscal year. {hohner.eu}

K-ARRAY I INSTALLATION

RODIN MUSEUM PICKS K-ARRAY
The Rodin Museum, located 

in Philadelphia, recently en-

installing a K-array audio sys-
tem, distributed by Sennheiser.

Following a major restoration 
project, the facility reopened in 
September 2012 with the new K-
array system, which was designed 
to facilitate background music, as 

well as museum announcements 
and public address functions.

Four K-array KV50 line ar-
ray speaker elements, each con-
taining eight 1-inch neodymium 
transducers, were installed on 
the walls of the main gallery at 

by two K-array KU36 subwoofers 
on the ground. {k-array.com}

HOHNER I FINANCE

Hohner 
Group’s 
Sales 
Increase

The Rodin 
Museum









W
e face an in-
dustry wide 
threat to the 
turf of the lo-
cal brick-and-

mortar store. The new terrain 
of sophisticated cyber commerce 
on Amazon.com can have you 
wringing your hands in frustra-
tion, while trying to compete in 
pricing with this and other online 
alternatives, such as eBay, QVC, 
Craigslist or Yahoo Shopping. 

Admit it. Not too long ago, 
we complacently doubted that 
the click of a mouse and a two 
dimensional screen could ever 
be as satisfying as a one-on-one 
transaction. We knew we’d lose 
a few on price, but we’d pat our-
selves on the back in naive ar-
rogance that the Internet could 
never duplicate what our own 
staff and showroom could offer 
in the realm of the customer ex-
perience. Not true today.

I suggest our security is most 
fragile if we aren’t acutely aware 
of four specific pillars in the 
service we offer. None of these 
have anything to do with price, 
although that always seems the 
first visceral vulnerability. These 
are much more subtle cracks in 
the retail foundation, and if we 
don’t tighten up and strength-

en these four important retail 
supports, the brick-and-mortar 
model runs the risk of crumbling 
down.

 
STATUS
A computer “status bar” is an 
incredibly reassuring tool. I re-
member loading software in the 
early 1990s without any indica-
tion of how long the download 
would take. There’s nothing more 
frustrating than not knowing the 
duration of inconvenience. What 
makes the wait easier is simply 
knowing how much longer you’ll 
have to wait.

When we take a special 
order in-store (or online), we 
need to systematically employ 

several notification stages: 1.) 
We received your order. 2.) We 
are processing it. 3.) We expect 
it in “X” amount of days. 4.) 
We’ve shipped your order (or 
it’s available for pickup). If you 
aren’t doing at least three out 
of the four, you’re leaving the 
customer in angst and in the 
dark. Amazon is extremely good 
at updating the order’s status. 
We should be as good, or better.

 
PRESENTATION
Steve Jobs was resolute about 
packaging. If you’ve ever opened 
an Apple product you know what 
I mean. Containers are clean, 
highly aesthetic in design and 
presented so that you can imme-
diately experience the product. 
Every step in unboxing is part 
of a larger drama. 

Consumers want boxes that 
aren’t brown and battered, and 
they certainly don’t want their 
purchases pre-scratched. If you 
ship an item, look at your pack-
ing from the perspective of the 
recipient. Some of our own savvy 
vendors even include candy in 
our orders.

 
ALGORITHMS
A purchase from Amazon always 
yields numerous contacts and 

post-sale suggestions for other re-
lated projects in follow-up emails. 
Ironically, many are inapt and 
irrelevant, because each recom-
mendation is only a calculated 
guess based on narrow purchase 
data. I can’t believe how many 
times they’ve proposed items I’ve 
already bought from them, even 
recently. Our staff ought be bet-
ter than a computer at assessing 
add-ons during and after the sale.

 
PEER REVIEW
Today’s consumers aren’t as 
keen on experts. A soccer mom 
is inclined to believe another soc-
cer mom who has experienced 
a purchased product, because 
today she’s suspicious of indus-
try specialists. People will trust 
others like themselves first. Cy-
berstores offer customer reviews, 
but a salesperson face-to-face, 
sharing interests, trumps the 
impersonal online advocate in 
employing the traditional sales 
elements of qualify, diagnose, 
and overcome objection.

 Use these four pillars, and 
you can still be better than Ama-
zon. MI

Ted Eschliman is a 30-year veteran of 
music retail and co-owner of Dietze Music 
in Southeast Nebraska. Mel Bay published 
his book, Getting Into Jazz Mandolin.
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INDEPENDENT RETAIL I BY TED ESCHLIMAN

BE BETTER THAN AMAZON
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W
e may not like it, but it’s true: People do their 
shopping online before going to a store to see 
an actual product, if they go to a store at all. 
This new retail environment changes our 
strategy. In the old days, a customer would 

come in and we would start from scratch. We’d try to make a 
personal connection. Today, our initial contact with clients 

is usually electronic. They form their critical first 
impression of us from our website or Facebook 
page and, if we’re lucky, they send us an email.  

The number of initial contacts is greater than 
ever and the Customer Whisperer’s task remains 
unchanged: to gently guide our clients through 
the decision-making process. Shopping, online or 
in person, is still essentially a decision-making 
process. The web was supposed to make shopping 
easier, but it has made it harder. An Internet 
search for one of our products first delivers an 
overload of information. Then it delivers bi-
ased information. Ultimately it leaves customers 
confused. Because prospects browsing the web 
are easily distracted and have a short attention 
span, they end up uninformed or misinformed. 

That is when they send us an email or 
pay us a visit.

Thinking about how we can adapt our 
approach for this new retail landscape 
brought me back to the original inspiration 
for this column — Cesar Millan, the Dog 
Whisperer, a feisty Mexican immigrant who 
swept his way into the nation’s heart on 
television and with his book, Cesar’s Way. 
Millan’s method is to establish himself as 
the pack leader to the dog, and even more 
so, to the dog’s owners. It works every time. 
Our customers, too, need someone to lead 

them through the process of selecting and purchasing a mu-
sical instrument, especially if they start their search online. 

And so — in advance of my Idea Center session at The 
NAMM Show on Thursday, Jan. 24 at 3:00 p.m. — I decided 
to revisit my first Customer Whisper column from six years 
ago. Its lessons, updated below, are more useful than ever.

LEADING THE PACK

Years ago there was a popu-
lar sales training philoso-

phy that relied on analyzing 
customers’ personality type 
and structuring a presentation 
to their classification. It didn’t 
work. Maybe there are only 
two personality types: leader 
and follower.  Maybe each of 
us is constantly switching 
roles depending on the situ-
ation. We are parents, as well 
as children; teachers, as well 
as students. 

Rather than dissecting cus-
tomer personality profiles, let’s 
consider our own personality 
profile and see if we are predis-
posed toward leadership. Our 
basic personality will naturally 
fall somewhere between being 
assertive or submissive and 
either being mostly calm or 
usually excited.  Only one of 
the four possible combinations 
of these traits is likely to create 
a Customer Whisperer.

The submissive/excited 
salesperson is afraid of the 
customer and thinks it is all 
about the product. He’s wor-
ried the customer will walk 
away or buy from someone 
else. He tends to retreat to 

If the transaction can-
not be closed for one 
reason or another, her 
follow-up habits will keep 
this prospect in the fold 

THE CUSTOMER WHISPERER I BY GREG BILLINGS

Whispering 2.0

ASSERTIVE/
CALM

SUBMISSIVE/ 
CALM

ASSERTIVE/
EXCITED

SUBMISSIVE/
EXCITED



his comfort zone of musical ability or 
technical knowledge. His emails prob-
ably include links to supplier sites and 
a lot of product information. He might 
send three emails the first day, along 
with an ad for his next gig.

The submissive/calm associate is also 
afraid of his customer, but thinks he can 
win them over with kindness. He follows 
customers around the store like a puppy, 
dutifully providing information rather 
than asking questions. He is reactive and 
incapable of making a recommendation, 
even when asked, repeatedly! He might 
take three or four days to answer an 
email. Facebook scares him. 

The assertive/excited representative 
is our worst nightmare. His excitement 
causes his assertiveness to morph into 
aggression. He doesn’t waste time quali-
fying customers and rarely asks a ques-
tion. He may be a top writer for a while, 
by sheer force of will, but he has many 
unhappy customers. He moves from job 
to job, leaving in his wake unfulfilled 
promises and customer service night-
mares. He doesn’t have a Facebook page 
and doesn’t answer emails because he 
can’t see an immediate reward. If he 
does respond, there are lots of spelling 
errors and missed capitalization.

Finally we have the calm/assertive as-
sociate — the true Customer Whisperer.  
She greets her customers with a friendly 

smile, happy to be meeting a poten-
tial new friend. She reassures her 
clients that they have come to the 
right place. Online she is authentic, 
letting her correspondent know she 
is a real person prepared to help. 
She’s not afraid to ask questions 
in an email to help refine their 
search. Her clients appreciate her 
professionalism.

In the store she finds common 
interests and demonstrates empa-
thy. Her clients relax because she 
is calm. Her probing questions get 
them thinking about which products 
will really satisfy their desires. The 
more they consider their true needs, 
the less important price becomes 
and more predisposed they are to 
select higher quality instruments.

The Customer Whisperer under-
stands her new friends probably won’t 
be able to find their perfect instrument 
on their own. They need her help and 
once they’ve found the right one, they 
may need validation and they might need 
a little nudge to pull the trigger.

She’s calm near the end of the process 
because she is not afraid of losing the 
sale. She has become their “pack leader.”   
Because she earlier established empa-
thy, she can be assertively persistent 
and close the deal without resorting to 
tricks or intimidation. If the transac-
tion cannot be closed for one reason or 
another, she knows her follow-up habits 
will keep this prospect in the fold. 

We’ve been taught for generations that 
great salespeople are born, not made. 
But anyone can become a Customer 
Whisperer by being a calm, assertive 
pack leader. We need to slow down, stay 
focused on our customers needs and, 
whether in person or not, we need to ask 
insightful questions to keep the dialog 
going. When we do that, we humanize 
the shopping experience and we vastly 
improve the likelihood of completing 
a transaction beneficial for both our 
customer and ourselves. MI

Greg Billings whispers to customers at the Steinway 
Piano Gallery in Naples, Fla. He welcomes questions 
and comments at greg@steinwaynaples.com.

7 SIMPLE THINGS YOU 
CAN DO TO BECOME A 
CUSTOMER WHISPERER
1.  Take a deep breath. Your cli-

ents will sense your calm de-

2.  Be confident.
and you know you can help.

3.  Be sincere. You can’t fake it, so 
    don’t try. Just be your authentic self.
4.  Reassure your clients. They 

have come to the right place. 
5.  Be the one asking the ques-

tions. It’s the best way to lead.
6.  Connect. Find ways to engage your 

new email or Facebook inquiries.   
7.  Follow up. Resend a mes-

sage that wasn’t answered.
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A 
few years ago I presented a NAMM Idea Center ses-
sion on the topic of delegating tasks to free yourself 
up to focus on areas of potential growth. You won’t 
be surprised to hear that the topic generated a lot of 
interest. There are thousands of retailers out there 

who, most of the time, are wearing all the hats in their operation:  
They are inventory control, CEO, CFO, HR, security, IT, janitor 

and even salesperson of the month. Usually, these 
retailers feel that they are the only person who can 
handle those duties. In reality they have never really 
allowed anyone else to try. 

One of the many problems with that mindset is 
that you only have so many hours in the day. If you 
are out at lunch and a customer walks in looking 
to make a large purchase, you can not expect your 
staff to ask them to wait or come back when you 
are present. In other words, it’s time to make some 
changes. You are probably losing sales.

A friend of mine is a sales manager for a local 
luxury auto dealership. Car dealerships may get a 
bad rap, but they are models of organization. At most 
music stores a salesperson usually will have only a 
few people to deal with, other than customers. At 

car dealerships, things are more complicated. 
Salespeople may have to deal with the cus-
tomer, lot manager, sales manager, finance 
manager, detail guy, and mechanic, but those 
wide contacts help them close deals. Music 
stores, mostly with smaller staffs, should take 
advantage of their small scale and delegate 
responsibilities more effectively.

My buddy explained that when he arrived 
at the car dealership there were no stream-
lined processes in place, and sales were suf-
fering because of the lack of organization. 
What happened? “We learned efficiencies,” 

he said. “We developed open lines of communication, instituted 
a training program to help those with lower volume bring their 
numbers up and put people in positions to be accountable and 
responsible for their department’s budgets and bottom lines, and 
not everyone’s budgets and bottom lines. Six months later we had 
better trained, informed people who had only a single manager. We 

all knew each other, and knew 
what that person’s role in the 
company was.”

In other words, they had 
asked people throughout the 
organization to be accountable 
for their specific performance. 
If you are free to worry about 
yourself, not what everybody 
else is doing, your performance 
will go up.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATION

Delegation is not just about 
handing off duties and re-

sponsibilities, it’s about being 
organized. You have to under-
stand the complexities of your 
organization so you know exactly 
who has the right skills for the 
particular job at hand. That will 
give you clear insight on how to 
hand off tasks and have peace 
of mind that they’ll get done at 
a high level. 

At my own stores I reor-
ganized some of my staff and 
how we did things. I made sure 
that everyone knew what each 
other’s job functions were and 
made a point of giving everyone 
a chance to have a greater sense 
of purpose. It wasn’t always easy. 
I relinquished a few jobs that I 
had always reserved for myself. 
Was it always done to my specs? 
No, but it gave them the added 
responsibility and gave me more 
time to do other things. MI

Billy Cuthrell owns and operates Pro-
gressive Music Center. Contact him at 
billy@raleighmusiclessons.com.

Delegation is not 
just about handing 
off duties and 
responsibilities, it’s also 
about being organized 

THE RETAIL DOCTOR I BY BILLY CUTHRELL

Divide & Conquer
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O
ur former office manager was the single most im-
portant person who has worked at my store. She 
paid all the bills, balanced the ledger and received 
the inventory to the POS. She was the first office 
manager we ever had.  

Before she left us, I had her train a replacement. After she 
departed, the replacement quit the company in two months and 

left a wake of disaster: invoices were missing, inven-
tory was improperly received and quick-pay discount 
dates were past due.  

In my seven years of running this business, we 
never missed a bill. When I asked the new hire how 
things were going, he would tell me that the job was 
more difficult than he had anticipated and that he 
was trying his best to catch up. When he abruptly 
quit, I was blind sided.

I started by combing through the heap of unpaid 
bills and packing lists. The new hire had not followed 
the old manager’s system, and I was too busy build-
ing our third store to realize what was going on.

We quickly called our reps to put us in contact 
with the credit managers of every vendor we deal 
with. We requested account statements from more 

than 200 vendors, combed through all of the 
bills paid, made sure we had an invoice to 
match them and checked to see if the bills 
were received properly. 

With the help of a new assistant, we worked 
diligently on it for a month and resolved all 
of the problems.

GUINEA PIG MANAGEMENT

Today our bill pay system and the rate at 
which inventory is received and floored 

is better than ever. We also have a better abil-
ity to manage cash flow.  Now, at any given 

second, we know exactly what the accounts payable are and can 
stage them to better suit the capital needs of the store. 

The office manager position was the last job in the store that 
I hadn’t done personally so I had no clue how it could be done in 
a better way. I had been lucky enough to have someone I could 
trust all those years. When our former manager left, it really 

opened my eyes to the necessity 
of understanding and defining 
the protocol of each role in an 
operation like this.

You would think your em-
ployees would tell you when 
something is wrong or doesn’t 
work as well as it should, but 
they often won’t. You would also 
think they’d have the vision to 
do things the most efficient way 
possible, but they often don’t. 

People look to you, the owner, 
to define their roles and tell them 
what their job entails. If you do 
a good job hiring, you can find 
people who can fill the roles you 
define and possibly even show 
you a better way of doing them. 
But if you haven’t clearly defined 
those roles, your business will be 
haphazard at best, or, at worst, 
you will go out of business.

You need to be your store’s 
guinea pig and run through the 
hoops and challenges of each role 
and define them. 

If you do, your business will 
run smoothly and will be better 
fortified against disaster. Do not 
take this as an invitation to mi-
cromanage. That is not the idea 
at all. You should set the standard 
and hire people with initiative 
to improve it. If you don’t, you 
can bet your employees will set 
their own, and it probably isn’t 
going to be to your liking.  

Don’t be vulnerable. Your 
business depends on it. MI

Peter Dods is the owner of Honolulu-
based Easy Music Center.

‘You need to be your 
store’s guinea pig and run 
through the hoops and 
challenges of each role.’

ECONOMIC RHYTHMS I BY PETER DODS

Be the Guinea Pig
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W
ho makes the buying decisions in your company? 
Is it your purchasing agent? A committee? Do 
your department heads make these decisions? 
Maybe you use computer software to suggest 
orders based on sell-through, reorder points, 

lead time, or velocity. Or do you just shoot from the hip and 
make the decisions yourself?

All of these options have varying degrees of effec-
tiveness, but they’re all wrong! No matter how long 
you’ve been in business, no matter how sophisticated 
your software, no matter how much combined ex-
perience your buyers have, they can’t possibly live 
inside the consumers’ heads. Ultimately, the only 
folks with the power to make your buying decisions 
are your customers. 

While I learned this lesson repeatedly through 
my retail career, there are two examples that I think 
illustrate this principle particularly well. In my 
younger, more foolish days, I recall seeing a product 
at NAMM called Stylophone. It was a “keyboard” 
that you played with a metal stylus and it had all 
the charm of an Autoharp with rusty strings. My 
wife was positive that this would be the next big 

thing. And because I not only wanted to be 
at the cutting edge, but I also wanted to make 
superb profits, I saw fit to buy 48 pieces so I 
could get the end column price. The custom-
ers voted with their pocketbooks, and I recall 
giving them away as gag gifts for years. (She’s 
my ex-wife now, by the way.)

A couple of years later, Casio came to 
NAMM with a new product called the Ca-
siotone keyboard. Because of its chiclet keys, 
chintzy organ sounds, and terrible drum beats, 
I was sure that this gizmo produced by a watch 
company would flop in the marketplace. Still 

reeling from the Stylophone fiasco, I was determined not to be 
bamboozled again. I wrote off the buzz at the show as marketing 
hype and decided I wouldn’t follow the flock and sign up as a 
dealer. Casio made music industry history and the keyboard was 
a red-hot holiday purchase that year. By the time I noticed all 
the frenzy, it was too late for me to get on board for that season.

MAKING THE SAME MISTAKE

I  had misinterpreted my original 
mistake. Thinking I had chosen 
a bad product, I was determined 
not to repeat my blunder. But my 
Stylophone miscue was really cen-
tered on the fact that I didn’t al-
low the marketplace to determine 
the demand for the product. And 
because I didn’t understand the 
problem, I made the same mistake 
with Casio. The correct approach, 
in hindsight, would have been to 
buy both products, but modestly, 
and allow the market to make its 
determination. This was a les-
son learned that took me twice 
to understand. 

And I’ve seen the same blun-
der on both sides of the counter. 
Often, companies will produce an 
instrument that, on first impres-
sion, has a design  that makes it 
anything but traditional. Some 
dealers buy it specifically because 
it’s so unique. Others won’t 
touch it for the same reason. 
And neither is necessarily right 
until their customers weigh in.  

What’s so sad in a tough 
business climate is when deal-
ers decides that something will 
“never sell,” and then later on 
their customers go scrambling to 
find the instrument elsewhere, 
as soon as possible. I’ve seen the 
warranty cards; I know it hap-
pens. If only they had waited to 
ask their customers. MI

Gerson Rosenbloom is the former president 
of Medley Music and a past NAMM chairman. 
E-mail him at gersonmusicinc@gmail.com.

Ultimately, the only folks 
with the power to make 
your buying decisions 
are your customers.

LESSONS LEARNED I BY GERSON ROSENBLOOM

Deciding What To Carry
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Founded: 2010 by Zack Zalon 
and Brendon P. Cassidy
Executive Team: Rick Camino, CEO; 
Will Urban, VP Programming; Lucas 
Bean, VP Marketing
2012 Sales: Undisclosed, but a “run 

-
ter stores,” according to Camino.
Members: 300,000-plus who 
visit 3-5 times weekly
Membership Growth: Adding 
500–700 new members daily

HELLO MUSIC By The Numbers
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the aftermath of 
Thanksgiving weekend, 
the nation’s business 
press buzzed about the 

kickoff to the holiday selling sea-
son. Sales on Black Friday and 
Cyber Monday broke records, 
largely because consumers let 
their fingers do the shopping. In 
The Wall Street Journal, Mar-
ketWatch reported that seven 
out of 10 Black Friday shoppers 
carried smartphones armed 
with apps that ensured they 
were getting the best deals. For 
the Monday after Thanksgiv-
ing, many scorecards showed 
a 30 percent increase over the 
previous year, a phenomenon 
Businessweek (which had a more 
modest 17 percent assessment) 
attributed to the fact that “tablets 
and smartphones let customers 
shop anytime and anywhere.”

But Rick Camino and his team 
could have already predicted all 
that. In fact they’re betting on it.

IN
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HELLO OPPORTUNITY

Camino is the CEO of Hello 
Music, a Los Angeles-based 

startup that sells musical instru-
ments online, but in a new, still- 
evolving manner. To begin, every 
customer of the e-tailer must sign 
up and become a “member” be-
fore buying. It’s a simple, free 
process — just go online, 
give an email address 
and password, or sign in 
through Facebook. Then, 
Hello Music starts deliver-
ing “daily opportunities” 
e-blasts — not just daily, 
but twice a day. They 
are carefully designed, 
electronic newsletters 
featuring smartly photo-
graphed products available 
in limited quantities or for 
a limited time, as well as 
some themed or sponsored 
offerings and a scroll at 
the bottom noting past 
deals. Clicking through on 
a product takes members 
to Hello Music’s website, 
where the price of the 
product (and the online 
checkout) is revealed.

Hello Music has a new 
kind of approach, and its 
double-digit sales growth 
each month since April 
2011 seems to indicate the 
company is onto some-
thing that customers want. 
Instead of paying for man-
agers and inventory, the 
company has programmers 
— led by Will Urban, vice 
president of programming 
— who curate the site 
with products and deals 
they believe will be popular with 
its membership. Instead of us-
ing traditional advertising, Lucas 
Bean, vice president of market-
ing, leads a team that reaches 
out on the Web, prospecting for 
new members. When selecting 
the products that go into each 

Brendon P. Cassidy, two digital 
entrepreneurs who also are mu-
sicians, founded the company 
in 2010. Early in their careers 
they vowed that if they ever 
had the resources, they would 
find a way to better the lives of 
musicians. After Wilshire Me-
dia Group, their digital product 

design firm, took off, they 
set out to create an online 
community to help musi-
cians get their music out 
to the world. It didn’t take 
long for them to recognize 
that, more than seeking 
conversation or a new 
distribution channel, 
musicians love to talk 
about gear. Furthermore, 
a large number of those 
musicians made it clear 
that they disliked the typi-
cal music store shopping 
experience. Hello, Hello 
Music.

“We launched and 
had 15,000 members,” 
Camino said. “We went 
out to them and asked, 
‘How can we create more 
value for you?’ It was a 
simple, open-ended ques-
tion. Three-quarters of the 
responses revolved around 
negative experiences in 
purchasing gear. When 
we drilled down, some of 
the responses compared 
shopping for gear to going 
to the dentist or going to 
a used-car lot. When you 
drilled down even further, 
it was focused on pricing. 
They didn’t know if they 
were getting a good price 

or a bad price. They just knew 
that they weren’t going to pay 
the price on the sticker because 
in music retail, you’ve got to ne-
gotiate something.

“So, we thought to ourselves, 
could we figure out how to pre-
negotiate a price, something that 

daily deal blast, programmers 
choose carefully because the 
wrong choice can have a seri-
ous impact on sales.

“It’s a partnership, editorial 
and commerce,” Camino said. 
“We can’t sell just anything be-
cause we would lose our trusted-
source credibility. In essence, we 

have to editorialize a cover every 
day. If that thing isn’t hot, if 
the headline’s not right, if we 
miss, we can see a 20–25 per-
cent swing in traffic. But if we 
have a hit, it’s just incredible 
the amount of traffic we can 
generate that day.”

Heavily driven by social me-
dia, it’s a business model called 
social commerce that combines 
social media, flash sales and 
daily-deal offerings — the latter 
two driving impulse buyers with 
limited-time or limited-quantity 
sales of goods and services. The 
model is exploding online, espe-

cially in the sports and fashion 
industries, but Hello Music is 
the first true social commerce 
platform for musical products.

CONSTANT CONTACT

Hello Music didn’t start out 
selling gear. Zach Zalon and 

HELLO MUSIC

DEFINING HELLO MUSIC

Social commerce: A busi-
ness model that heavily 
integrates social media into 
the selling process online.

Incremental Sales: The 
number of units sold through 

number that would have been 
sold without the promotion.

Daily Deals: Offers used by 
Hello Music and other social 
commerce sites like Grou-
pon to create interest in their 
products and services.

Flash Sales: Time-limited offers 
that come with high discounts.

Tribes: Musicians grouped by 
the instruments they play or 
the gear they use to record.

Responsive Web Design: 
Often abbreviated RWD, 
an approach that allows 
websites to be viewed on 
a wide variety of devices, 
such as smartphones, tablets and computer screens.

e-blasts: Electronic messages sent out to large 
groups of people via email and social media.

Shopping Bot: A price comparison website that 
automatically searches the inventory of differ-

The concept of social commerce is still in its infancy, as are many 
of the terms surrounding the business model. Here’s a primer:
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was fair, that you could prob-
ably do on your own? And if we 
protected it, we wouldn’t upset 
the apple cart in terms of the 
overall balance of the industry 
and manufacturer relationships. 
If we could figure out how to 
do that, we could create a lot of 
value for this segment, which 
doesn’t want to purchase like the 
broader, passive market. That’s 
how the whole thing got started.”

And that’s also how the 
platform’s key sales tool began. 
The offers go out to more than 
300,000 — and growing — Hello 
Music members each day. The 
company also coordinates its 
messages with 213,000 Facebook 
fans as well as a growing follow-
ing on Twitter and Pinterest. 

“Going out twice a day was 

very contro-
versial when 
we started, but 

now all the so-
cial commerce 

sites are doing it,” 
Camino said. “We 

were the first ones. And 
what we found, because 

we study everything, is that 
the community we reach in the 
afternoon is about 70 percent 
unique to the community we 
reach in the morning. Now, if 
you think about it, between East 
Coast and West Coast and the 
fact that some musicians go to 
work in the morning and some 
don’t, a 9 a.m. email is maybe 
not the best communication time 
for a lot of musicians.

“We differentiate the message 
between the morning and after-
noon mailing. Part of the core 
might be the same, but we try 
to add enough new content that 
people don’t feel like we’re com-
ing back with the same message.”

SAY HELLO TO YOUR FRIENDS

Lately the company has been 
on the move on numerous 

fronts, including a relocation to 

larger, temporary quarters in an 
office building in Westwood, just 
down the street from the campus 
of UCLA. A more permanent 
home will have to wait until after 
the holiday selling season. For 
now, the 23-employee firm still 
has a start-up feel, with computer 
systems, staff and a photogra-
phy studio squeezed into a hip, 
crowded space.

As part of its ongoing effort to 
further customize its offerings, in 
December the company launched 
its latest platform, where content 
for its site and emails were di-
vided into what it calls “tribes,” 
basically groups of like-minded 
musicians — guitarists, bassists, 
keyboardists, singers, recording 
and engineering, drummers, and 
DJs. Next up will be a Pinterest-
style comments  section, where 
Hello Music members can chime 
in on their favorite gear on the 
site and beyond.

“The call to action here is 
not just to purchase, but now 
you can participate,” Camino 
said. “Tell us what you like, 
what you don’t like, why this 
is cool. This entire social feed 
gets re-merchandised literally by 

the minute depending on who’s 
engaged in it. It’s a combina-
tion of social engagement with 
what’s selling. It gets filtered into 
a unique algorithm that gets re-
merchandised all the time.”

On the near horizon, also, 
is Marketplace, a new feature 
where members and retail af-
filiates can sell gear through the 
platform.

“Marketplace is our vision 
of how we want to partner with 
retailers,” he said. “If you’re par-
ticipating as an Amazon affiliate, 
you may want to participate with 
Hello Music because now you 
can put your products up here.”

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

On the tech side, Camino’s 
team is working furiously to 

make every day a potential cyber 
Monday. The goal — perhaps 
the most important move of the 
company’s young history — is to 
enhance and expand its shopping 
experience by constructing the 
platform using responsive design.

“If you’re on a phone, it re-
sizes itself. If you’re on an iPad, 
it resizes itself. But it remains 
the same experience,” Camino 

HELLO MUSIC

The office still has 
a startup feel

Rick Camino,  
Zack Zalon and      

Brendon P. Cassidy
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said. “Given the proliferation 
of different devices, we feel it’s 
a better play in the long run.

“It’s a key piece of develop-
ment,” Camino continued. “But 
we’re not building this with the 
expectation of people coming to 
us. We’re actually building this 

thing so that we’ll go to them. 
We’re building it in a way that 
allows the site to not only adapt 
to the size and configuration 
of whatever digital device that 
they’re on, but it can actually 
be taken in little chunks and 
iFrames and be delivered to other 
communities. So, if we wanted 
to do a partnership with Indaba 
[Music, a web-based commu-
nity of 700,000 musicians] or 
we wanted to do a partnership 
with Sonic Bids [a web-based 
platform providing social mar-

keting tools for musicians] or 
anywhere that there are large 
communities of musicians, we 
will be able to do a deal where 
we can take a little section of 
this, embed it into their site and 
become a partner. That’s going 
to play very strongly into our 

distribution strategy for 2014. 
We call it anywhere commerce.”

PLAYING BY THE RULES

Camino knows that the com-
pany’s daily deal offerings 

could create MAP controversy, 
and he carefully pointed out that 
Hello Music is an incremental 
sales channel that plays by the 
rules. 

“There are lots of misconcep-
tions about this particular topic,” 
he noted. “The bottom line is 
that we adhere to all pricing 

policies in the industry. There 
is no outward-bound pricing hav-
ing to do with Hello Music at 
all. In fact, we have spent a lot 
of money to protect the pricing 
behind the membership wall.

“More importantly, if you 
take our featured products to-

day and try to find them 
on any shopping bot, or 
any of the major search 
engine price searches, you 
will not find Hello Music. 
You can’t see it. You’ll find 
all of the major competi-
tors, but you won’t find 
Hello Music because you 
have to be a member to 
get our pricing. Period. 
End of story. That’s just 
one of the ways we are 
protecting our pricing 
policy.”

Camino also said re-
tailers and manufactur-
ers shouldn’t worry that 
a product sold by Hello 
Music is a sale lost by 
retailers who invest in 
stocking a wide selec-
tion of a manufacturer’s 
products.

“The really interesting 
thing about this is 70 per-
cent of the sales that are 
being generated on Hello 
Music are incremental. 
This was substantiated 
by a third-party research 

company called Interpret. We 
recruited, I think it was 2,500 
members. They downloaded a 
browser and Interpret followed 
them around the web. They sub-
stantiated what our manufactur-
ers were telling us, which was 
what they were selling on Hello 
Music was almost purely incre-
mental business for them. And 
the folks who were reporting 
that they weren’t purchasing on 
Hello Music were now reporting 
that they were purchasing more 
in the traditional channels of 

business. It’s spurring them to 
purchase.”

Camino said he’s happy to 
help drive sales, even if they 
don’t always go to Hello Music.

“Not all of the musicians are 
ready to purchase when they 
see a deal,” he said. “The top 
obstacle is money — they don’t 
have the money at the time. But 
we put something in front of 
them and now they know that 
they want it, and it may not be 
available with us when they have 
the cash to make the purchase. 
So, what are they going to do? 
They are going to traditional 
retail and buying it. Sometimes 
people are uncomfortable with 
the flash nature of the platform 
and having to move quickly. 
They want to go into retail and 
touch and feel the product. And 
some of them are just loyal to 
the local retailer.”

But don’t expect Hello Music 
to give those sales up easily, un-
less it’s to retail affiliates.

“We have a lot of growth 
expectations in front of what 
we’re doing,” Camino said. “We 
have a three- to four-year plan 
that says we think we can get 
between three-quarters and one 
percent of the market share. 
We’re at 300,000 members 
right now. We’re adding some-
where between 500 and 700 new 
members a day. With a lot of 
the social features we’ve built 
into the platform, we get a lot of 
word of mouth exposure. Even 
on our product pages, you can 
like, pin or tweet. You can add 
to your favorites. Every time 
you tweet, every time you like 
something, it pushes a message 
out about Hello Music and this 
specific product to your specific 
community. So, we get social 
impressions out of it. Basically, 
we get our members to be our 
best ambassadors and sales-
people.” MI

HELLO MUSIC

LET THE SHUNNED SHINE IN

In January 2011, Rick Camino and a group of Hello Music 

partners. The initial idea was to offer time-sensitive coupons 
on products that could be redeemed for 48 or 72 hours at 
the closest local retail store.

“We couldn’t get anyone to pay attention,” he laughs today. 
If it weren’t for being shunned, Camino said, Hello Music 

would have never gotten into the business of buying gear for the 
site. Today, the company strives to keep its product moving — by 
keeping the community active. “I think where we add the most 

-
ential musicians in one place,” he said. “We create a conversation 
with them, so we can constantly educate them about new stuff. 

“That is a herculean undertaking in and of itself,” he added. 
-

ing with other retailers — if I didn’t have to think about managing 
inventory and turns and estimating — I would gladly do that. But 
we haven’t proved that part of the model yet.”

As a result, today, the company strives to turn inventory 12–18 
times annually. Hello Music’s goal is to get product in from the 
manufacturer at the same time it’s put in front of its members.

“It would then simply get cross-docked and right back out the 
other door,” Camino said. “The No. 1 thing that customers want 

did an audit, 85 percent of our products were going out within 48 

Inside the less-than-glorious start 
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THE NAMM SHOW 2013 

13

N
AMM is encour-
aging attendees at 
this year’s show, 
held Jan. 24–27 in 
Anaheim, Calif., to 

“connect” with one another. And 
they will have a whole new setup 
to network in.

The Anaheim Convention 
Center Grand Plaza, located 
between the Hilton and Marri-
ott hotels, has undergone a $20 
million renovation. The NAMM 
Show will open on Thursday 
with a ribbon cutting ceremony 
officially marking the debut of 
the Grand Plaza with special 
guests and live music. 

A professional outdoor stage 
specially constructed for the 
show has been added to the 
plaza and will feature live per-
formances throughout the day 
and into the evening.

NAMM President and CEO 
Joe Lamond understands the 
important role the show plays 
in NAMM members’ business 
strategy and has high hopes for 
the new setup.

“These changes and new fea-
tures are designed to help our 
members have a productive and 
fun time while they are in Ana-
heim,” Lamond said.

According to NAMM, the 
renovation opens up 100,000 
square feet of accessible space 

for the industry to gather with 
food trucks and live music

Other changes to the show 
include the moving of registra-
tion out of the convention center 
lobby and into the surrounding 
hotels. The convention will 
also be extended to the outer 
glass doors. ID checks will be 
conducted outside of the main 
entrances. The open lobby will 
now play host to an exclusive 
Member Center, digital media 
hub and new product showcases.

MUST-SEE SESSIONS

For the first time, Retail Boot 
Camp will be held at The 

NAMM Show. Hosted in part-
nership with iMSO, this all-day 
event takes place the Wednes-
day before the show and offers 
dealers a crash course on retail 
basics, including intense sales, 
marketing, staff development 
and inventory management 
training.

The first “Breakfast of Cham-
pions,” which kicks off the show 
on Thursday morning, features 
Lamond and numerous industry 
VIPs discussing the importance 
of leadership. Other NAMM U 
Breakfast Sessions include “The 
End of ‘Business as Usual’ — 
How to Rewire for Success” with 

Brian Solis, which explains how 
to reach the new generation of 
techno consumer; “Get Unstuck: 
Boost Your Sales” with Barry 
Moltz, which explores breaking 
ineffective patterns in business; 
and “Best in Show,” a roundup 
of the hottest products at the 
show with Music Inc.’s Frank 
Alkyer moderating.

STRONG NUMBERS

Convention center changes 
aside, Lamond has high ex-

pectations for this year’s show.
“All key measures, including 

exhibit space booked, number of 
exhibiting companies, number 
of new exhibiting companies, 
hotel reservations and registered 
attendance are all up over last 
year,” he said. “We believe this 
reflects a steady improvement 
in the industry conditions af-
ter the great recession and an 
optimism that next year will 
be better. 

“Our members are coming 
to NAMM to meet with their 
industry partners, see the lat-
est product innovations, attend 
NAMM U sessions and enjoy 
the fun and camaraderie that 
only happens when the global 
music products industry gathers 
in Anaheim. They will return 
home better equipped for success 
in the year ahead.” MI

THE NAMM SHOW 2013 I BY KATIE KAILUS

ANAHEIM’S MAKEOVER
Artist rendering of the new Grand Plaza
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Unless otherwise noted, the following 
events will be held in NAMM’s Idea Center 
(booth 5501 in Hall B).
Sessions start every 30 minutes.

THURSDAY, JAN. 24
BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 
Breakfast of Champions
Joe Lamond, President and 
CEO, NAMM, and guests 
Hilton Anaheim Hotel, 
Pacific Ballrooms 
Joe Lamond sits down with 
industry leaders for discus-
sions on the importance of 
leadership, how they led 
their businesses through the 
best and worst times, and 
their focus on the future. 
 
10:30 A.M. 
Successful Tips from 
a Top 100 Dealer
Rand and Cindy Cook, The 
Candyman Strings & Things
The Cook’s share ways to boost 

-
ability and sense of community. 

11 A.M.
Jump Start Your Les-
son Program
Pete Gamber, Music Arts, Mu-
sic Inc. columnist and former 
owner of Alta Loma Music 
Gamber speaks on how to 
make your lesson program 
cooler and increase your 

numbers at the same time. 

11:30 A.M.
Making Every Word Count 
— Employee Communica-
tion That Gets Results
Colleen Billings, Bill-
ings Piano Gallery

-
niques to help you deliver 
quality, effective messages that 
drive results in your business. 

NOON 
What to Do When You 
Have Too Much To Do
Donovan Bankhead, 
Springfield Music

uses online tools to stay 
ahead of the curve, combin-
ing resources like Gmail, 
Google calendar and other 
apps keep him on track.

12:30 P.M.
How Spending $250 Can 
Triple Your Sales and 
Turn Old Inventory
Raegan Michelle Medeiros, 
John Michael’s Music
Learn how Medeiros took 
$250 and tripled her store’s 
Saturday income. 

1 P.M.
How to Drive Sales with 
Digital Marketing
Jeff Hawley, Yamaha, 
and Peter Giles, Giles 
Communications 
In this session, you’ll learn 
how to align digital and social 
marketing to your business 
goals, how to effectively drive 

your store, how to use powerful 
digital tools, and how to mea-
sure and analyze your results.  

1:30 P.M.
Social Media Simplified: 
Stories Build Brands
Jen Lowe, Boom-
Boom Percussion
Whether you are a manufac-
turer or a retailer, your social 
media success lies in your 
story. Join Lowe as she gives 
you some key pointers on how 
to tell your story effectively. 

2 P.M.
How to Sell Prod-
ucts, Not Boxes
Joy Jazz Armento, Interna-
tional House of Music, Inc.
Learn how to sell a product 
by giving personalized help 
and attention to go with it and 
make sure your customer is 

product and your business.

2:30 P.M.
Best Facebook Marketing 
Examples You Can Use
Michael Newman, Michael 
Newman Consulting
Join Newman as he presents 

-
amples for small businesses, 
including the best Facebook 
pages, strategies and tools to 
be effective. Learn the latest 
tactics and tips for retailers on 
limited budgets and resources.  

3 P.M.
How to Become a Customer 
Whisperer: A New Way to 
Succeed with Customers
Greg Billings, Steinway Piano 
Gallery of Naples and Grant 
Billings, Billings Piano Gallery
Becoming a Customer Whis-
perer entails a more sincere, 
calm, yet assertive approach 
to help clients make good 
decisions faster. Learn simple 
techniques based on the sci-
ence of why people buy.

3:30 P.M. 
Creating Promotions That 
Really Reach Customers
Lauren Haas Amanfoh, 
Royalton Music Center
Amanfoh details ways in which 
she has catered to her var-
ied customer base through 

advertising campaigns — 
both of which have led to 
record sales, lesson enroll-
ment and rental contracts. 

4 P.M.
Everything I Learned, I 
Learned from My Fel-
low Retailers
Danny Rocks, The Com-
pany Rocks, and panel
Rocks moderates a panel 
discussion with retailers who 

learned from fellow dealers. 
Also learn how to take advan-
tage of learning opportuni-
ties in industry associations 
and NAMM U sessions.

4:30 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
Give Credit Where 
Credit Is Due
Alan Friedman, CPA Partner, 
Friedman, Kannenberg & 
Company, P.C. and panel
Friedman leads a discussion 
panel of seasoned credit man-
agers from some of our indus-
try’s most prominent suppliers.  

Joe Lamond conducts a 
breakfast session at the 

2012 NAMM Show
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FRIDAY, JAN. 25
BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 
The End of ‘Business 
As Usual’  — How to Re-
wire for Success
Brian Solis, Altimeter Group
Hilton Anaheim Ho-
tel, Pacific Ballrooms
Renowned technology 
analyst, author and futurist 
Brian Solis helps you bet-
ter understand who the ‘new’ 
customer is, how they think, 
and how they use technology. 

10:30 A.M.
How to Turn your Busi-
ness Around: Simple 
Ideas That Work
Greg Billings, Steinway Piano 
Gallery of Naples and Grant 
Billings, Billings Piano Gallery
The father-son team shows you 
what they’ve done to quickly 
adapt their business models in 
the face of increased competi-
tion, economic recession and 
changing consumer trends. 

11 A.M.
The Incredible Power of 
7-Minute Sales Meetings
Bob Popyk, Founder of 
Bentley-Hall, Inc., and col-
umnist for Music Trades
Hear how to create a simple 

and get 100 percent involve-
ment from your sales crew, all 
in less time than it takes to un-

11:30 A.M.
How To Plan for Profit — 
One Department at a Time
Lori Supinie, Senseney Music
Supinie breaks down the basics 
of identifying money makers.

NOON
10 Ways to Cut Costs 
and Raise Profits
Tracy Leenman, Musi-
cal Innovations
Listen in for some quick, easy 
ideas and some bigger-picture 
practices that will get you re-
thinking how you do business. 

12:30 P.M.
The Power of QR Codes 
to Promote Your Business: 
It’s Easy and Inexpensive!
John Pedersen, Peder-
sen’s Band & Orchestra
Join Pedersen as he shares 
what he’s done to build his 
business using QR codes. 
You’ll learn how they work, 
and the different ways you can 
put them to work for you.
 
1 P.M.
How To Stage Success-
ful Themed Recitals 
Myrna Sislen, Middle C Music
Learn how themed recitals give 
students and parents some-
thing special to participate 
in, and bring the community 
and press to your door. 

1:30 P.M.
Covering Your Social 
Media Bases
Grant Billings, Bill-
ings Piano Gallery
Billings shares tips for using 
social media tools to engage 

reach, including the best times 
of day to post, effective ways 
to get community response, 
and important reasons to add 
administrators and managers 
to help oversee your accounts. 

2 P.M.
Forty Tips for Music Profes-
sionals Forty and Under
CJ Averwater, Amro Mu-
sic; Ryan West, West Mu-
sic; and Cris Behrens, 
Summerhays Music
The session is presented by 
NAMM Young Profession-
als, a networking group of 
NAMM members under the 
age of 40, who are commit-
ted to the successful future 
of the music industry.  

2:30 P.M.
How to Ensure Your 
Store’s In Good Hands 
When You’re Not There
Billy Cuthrell, Progres-
sive Music Center and 
Music Inc. columnist
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Cuthrell shares the steps to 
take now so you can keep 
things running smoothly 
any time you’re away. 

3 P.M.
12 Cheap Ways to Bet-
ter Your Business NOW 
Leslie Faltin, Instrumen-
tal Music Center
Join Faltin for steps toward 

-
ence inside your store, making 

-
tional online and email market-
ing, and cutting unnecessary 
costs on everyday processes. 

3:30 P.M.
Beware of How You “Treat” 
Your Music Teachers
Alan Friedman, CPA Partner, 
and Daniel Jobe, Friedman, 
Kannenberg & Company, P.C.
Friedman and Jobe edu-
cate you on the “do’s & 
don’ts” of how to treat 
your music teachers.

4 P.M.
Plug In and Turn it Up! 
Increasing Electric Gui-
tar Sales in 2013
John Anning, AIMM, and panel

-
tor of AIMM (The Alliance of 
Independent Music Merchants) 
and a panel of retailers, artists 
and manufacturers, as they 
share a practical discussion of 
the electric guitar, bass, and 
amp categories for your store.  

4:30 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
Using Key Performance 
Indicators To Drive 
Growth and Profit
George Hines, George’s Music
Discover different types of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
to create accountability in your 
business and keep the focus 
on the things that can impact 
your goals and future growth. 

5 P.M.
Independent Music Store 
Owners (IMSO) Infor-
mational Meeting
Anaheim Convention 
Center, Room 208
Join new and prospec-
tive members interested in 
learning more about IMSO. 
Topics covered include the 
organization’s history and 
its online forum where over 
450 members share ideas 

6 P.M.
IMSO Voting Mem-
bership Meeting
Anaheim Convention 
Center, Room 208
This meeting is for voting mem-
bers of IMSO. Membership in 
IMSO is free and gains an own-
er access to its online forum. A 
dues paying member has voting 
rights. Dues are $50 annually.

7 P.M.
The 28th Annual TEC Awards
Hilton Anaheim Ho-
tel, Pacfic Ballrooms
The annual awards will be 
handed out to winners in seven 
categories of creative achieve-
ment in sound production.

SATURDAY, JAN. 26
BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 
Get Unstuck: Boost 
Your Sales
Barry Moltz, Small 
Business Author
Hilton Anaheim Ho-
tel, Pacific Ballrooms 

businesses get stuck, causing 
their growth to slow. By simply 
making changes to these inef-
fective patterns, your business 

 
10:30 A.M.
How To Use Mobile Market-
ing To Drive Sales in 2013
Angelo Biasi, In-
TunePartners.com
Biasi, an instructor of mobile 
marketing at NYU, focuses on 
this marketing strategy and 

as well as three best-in-class 
mobile marketing tools. 

11 A.M.
How To Sell To Your 
Local “Pros”
Bob Popyk, Founder of 
Bentley-Hall, Inc. and Col-
umnist for Music Trades
Find out how to incorporate 
local “pro” musicians into your 
various store events, including 
clinics and concerts, so they 
are part of your fan base, and 
so they support your store. 

11:30 A.M.
Get Unstuck: Boost 
Your Finances
Barry Moltz, Small 
Business Author
Learn why it’s important to 

-
ments every month.

NOON
Get Unstuck: Boost 
Your Productivity
Barry Moltz, Small 
Business Author
In this session, Moltz teaches 
how to be productive and not 
just busy. This session shows 
you how to accomplish more 
impactful things in your busi-
ness by actually doing less.

12:30 P.M.
How to Manage Cus-
tomer Flow
Peter Dods, Easy Music Center

so your store is ready and 
stocked, your staff is trained 
in productive conversation, 
and your processes are set 

so that sales can be made 
quickly for buying customers. 

1 P.M.
How to Create Your Own 
YouTube Channel
Michelle Esposito, PR and 
social media manager, NAMM
Learn how to create your own 
YouTube channel from start to 

message with the world.  

1:30 P.M.
How To Turn an In-Store 
Event into Profits
Brian Reardon, Monster Music 

energy around your events, 
make your customers feel ap-
preciated and understand how 
getting to know your custom-
ers can pay off in future sales. 

2 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
Marketing to Maximize Re-
peat and Referral Business
John Arnold, marketing and 
sales author and trainer
Learn how to leverage your 
customer list to gain more 
referrals, repeat business 
and loyal customers.

3 P.M.
Moving Inventory: Choose 
the Winners, Lose the Others
Donovan Bankhead, 
Springfield Music
Bankhead puts you on the 
path to making wise decisions 
when it comes to determin-
ing strong performers.

3:30 P.M.
The Secret to Build-
ing a Successful Pro-
gram For Your Store
Menzie Pittman, Contem-
porary Music Center
Pittman divulges what steps 
he took and what he be-
lieves to be the secret to any 
successful program — un-
derstanding your niche.  

4 P.M.
Why You Should Reinvent 
Your Lesson Program
Liane Rockley, Rock-
ley Music Center

-
ences, and put a new spin on 
all things related to lessons. 

4:30 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
Top 10 Smart Things 
to Do in 2013

Pete Gamber (left) instructs 
a NAMM U session
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musicians discuss how to create a 
low-cost successful event, a sense 
of community, and positive cus-

and Drum program in your stores. 

2 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
2013 Best Tools for Schools Awards
Symphony Publishing Group, Mod-
erated by Rick Kessel, Publisher, 
School Band & Orchestra Magazine 
Come see what students and lead-
ers in music education and busi-

ness have chosen as the most rel-
evant and innovative products for 
classroom use from this year’s show.

3 P.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
Practice Personalities:  Effective 
and Efficient Ways to Practice Ac-
cording to Your Personality
Thornton Cline, Clinetel Music
Nine practice personalities are presented 
based on observations and interviews 
with over 1,000 music students and 

Alan Friedman, CPA Partner, and 
Daniel Jobe, Friedman, Kan-
nenberg & Company, P.C.
Join Friedman and Jobe to learn what 

-
cal management of their stores and how 

SUNDAY, JAN. 27
BREAKFAST SESSION
8 A.M. 
Best in Show — This Year’s Hottest 
Products 
Frank Alkyer, Publisher, Mu-
sic Inc., and panel
Hilton Anaheim Hotel, Pacific Ballrooms 
Join Alkyer and his panel of re-
tailers and buyers as they break 
down the best products, ideas 
and trends from the show.

10:30 A.M.
Essential Purchasing Tips
Mike Guillot, Mississippi Music
Guillot guides you through good re-
cord keeping and communication 
strategies as the keys to maintain-
ing strong business relationships.

11 A.M.
How to Use Showcases to 
Grow Your Lesson Program
Pete Gamber, Music Arts, Mu-
sic Inc. columnist, and former 
owner Alta Loma Music 
Find out how easy and effec-
tive student showcases can be.  

11:30 A.M. (DOUBLE SESSION)
How to Decide Which So-
cial Media Works for You
Danny Rocks, The Company Rocks
Rocks helps you to evaluate each 
of the social media outlets that 
you are using or considering.
 
12:30 P.M. 
Understanding The Tablet Music Market
Hugh Sung, AirTurn, Inc.
This session gives you an overview of 
the tablet music market and what you 
need to get up to speed to meet the 
demands of today’s tablet musicians.

1 P.M.
Haiti 10:  A Film About 
Faith, Love and Music
Pete Johnston, NAMM Video Director

Haiti 10, a story about how one fam-
ily is making a difference in their com-
munity through faith, love and music. 

1:30 P.M.
How to Start and Run a Strum 
and Drum Program
Rick Carlson, Moderator, and panel
Carlson and a panel of retailers and 
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65Amps ..........................................5952

A & S Case Company ....................6288

A+D Gitarrentechnologie ...............1359

A-Designs .......................................6280

A-Plus Electronics & Technology ...6526

Abbatron ........................................2982

Ac-cetera ..........................................E17

Acacia Custom Guitars ..................4598

Access and Associates ..................1231

Ace Products .................................5977

Acesonic USA ......................1325, 7615

Aclam Guitars.................................1615

acouStaCorp ..................................7536

Acoustic Technology Group ..........1827

Acoustic Woods  ............................1013

Acoustica .......................................6428

Acoutin Custom .............................2965

ADAM Audio USA ..........................7111

Adamas Guitars .............................5720

Adams Musical Instruments ..........4610

Admira Guitars ...............................1600

Advanced Music Products  ...........2330

Advanced Plating ...........................1209

AEA.................................................7106

AER Amps ......................................4242

AERIAL7 .........................................6924

Agile Partners .....................................E7

Agner Drumsticks ..........................3555

Aguilar Amplification ......................5956

Ahead Drumsticks ..........................3564

AIAIAI ..............................................5590

AIM Gifts ........................................4223

AIR Music Technology ...................6700

AirTurn ............................................1101

Aiweidy Lighting USA  ...................7408

AJP Drums .....................................2469

Akai Professional............................6700

AKG Acoustics  ..............................7800

Alairex .............................................2696

Albert Augustine .............................1205

Alchemy .........................................2693

Alesis ..............................................6700

Alfred Music Publishing .................4822

Algam S.A.S. ..................................6440

Allegro Acceptance ..........................721

Allen & Heath..................................6464

ALLPARTS
Booth 5882

Alpine .............................................6464

Altamira Musical Instrument ..........1319

Alto Professional ............................6700

AMA Verlag.....................................2930

Amadeus By Wm. S. Haynes ........4200

Amalfitano Pickups ........................1327

Amedia Cymbals USA ...................2865

American Audio ..............................6330

American DJ ...................................5774

American Express Open ................4811

American Lighting ..........................7629

American Music & Sound  .............6464

American Recorder Technologies ... 1780

American Viola Society ..................2008

American Way Marketing  ..............4301

Amigo Company ............................1165

Amis (Guangzhou) ..........................1430

Amphenol .......................................6991

Amptweaker ...................................5299

AMV Sales & Consultation .............5492

Anadolu Muzik ...............................3370

Analog Alien ...................................6897

Analog Devices ..............................7801

Analysis Plus ..................................3583

Ancient Tree Drums ........................2561

Anderson International Trading ......2967

Anderson MI Insurance Solutions ..1303

Andreas Eastman ...........................4200

Andy Graham Productions ............2451

Angels Musical Instruments ...........4015

ANTHEM MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS

Booth 3604

Antigua Fabrica de Guitarras .........4853

Antigua Winds ................................4310

Antiquity Music  .............................1280

Antonio Hermosa ...........................5476

Anvil Cases ....................................4849

AP International ..............................4860

Aphex  ............................................6940

Apogee Electronics ........................6500

Applied Acoustics Systems ...........6724

Applied Microphone Technology ...4318

AQUARIAN .....................................3544

Aquilina Basses ..............................1350

Aram Music ....................................1531

Arcane  ...........................................4883

Arche M.I ........................................1131

Aria Guitars ....................................1548

Aria Teen Novin ..............................1105

Aristides Instruments BV ...............3082

Armadillo Enterprises .....................5467

Aroma Music ..................................1243

Arriba Cases ...................................7416

Art, Yorkville Sound ........................6555

Art Vista Productions .....................6427

ArtecSound ....................................1136

Artist Series Guitar  ........................3295

Arturia .............................................6314

Ashdown Design & Marketing  ......4342

Atlas Apps ........................................E12

Aton Light .......................................7410

Aubert Lutherie ..............................3106

Audible Disease .............................1177

Audio Innovate ...............................6526

Audio Plus Services .......................6796

Audio-Technica U.S. ......................6740

Audio2000’S...................................6390

Audiofly USA ..................................1254

Audix Corporation ..........................6976

Aural Sonic .....................................4499

Auralex Acoustics ..........................6798

Aurisonics .......................................1076

Aurora ...................................4295, 4396

Aurorae  ..........................................7523

WHATtoSEE
French Connection
Anthem will 
highlight 
its A-5000 
Double 
French 
Horn. 
The A-5000 features 
much thicker braces, a 
.470-inch bore, Kruspe 
design, a 12.5-inch laser-
fused hand-hammered 
bell, yellow brass body 
and bell, string link-
age, tapered rotors and 

The instrument comes in 
a SKB case. {anthem
instruments.com}

Lucky No. 7
Seymour Duncan will an-
nounce that Mick Thom-
son EMTY Blackouts are 
now available in a 7-string 
pickup. EMTY Blackouts 
are custom voiced to suit 
Thomson’s and Slipknot’s 
signature low tunings. 
The Blackouts feature 
tightened bass response 
for better low-end ar-
ticulation, avoiding the 
“woofy” sound that can 
plague dropped tunings. 
{seymourduncan.com}

Rock On
Crossrock’s new 06 series 
of gigbags features four 
levels of padding. Offering 

millimeters of 
high-density 
foam, players 
can choose 
how much 
protection 
they want. 
Each tier 
adds useful 
features, 

such as additional 
pockets and a neck 
block at the 306 level. 
{kingstarintl.com}
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Automated Processes ...................6204

AV-Leader Corporation ..................1865

Avalon Design ................................6955

Avedis Zildjian ................................2940

Avian Guitars  .................................2783

Avid ................................................6400

Aviom .............................................6720

AVLEX 
CORPORATION 

Booth 6810

AVS Electron ..................................1860

Axis Percussion ..............................3478

AXL Guitars ....................................5476

Ayotte Drums .................................2367

B&C Speakers ................................6244

B&S  ...............................................4307

B-Band ...........................................3387

B.A.C. Musical Instruments ...........3105

B20 Cymbals ..................................2758

b3 Guitars by Gene Baker .............2883

Backun Musical Services  ..............3400

Bad Cat Amplifier ...........................2983

Bad Seed Limited ..........................2812

BAE ................................................6290

Baer Amplification ..........................1351

Baldwin Piano ..................................608

Bam France ....................................3100

BARI Woodwind Supplies ..............3515

Barrington Music Group ................2620

Bartolini Pickups & Electronics  .....5771

Bazhou Basix. ................................4458

BBE Sound.....................................4822

BBE Sound.....................................4772

Beamz Interactive ..........................6007

Beard Guitars .................................1405

Beijing 797 Audio ...........................7011

Beijing Deyong ...............................2804

Beijing Dual Joy .............................2700

Beijing Eastman .............................4200

Beijing Hsinghai Piano .....................614

Beijing Huadong ............................2905

Beijing J&N Pearl Shell ..................1313

Beijing Lang Music Company ........2415

Belcat .............................................3482

Beltmann Pianos ..............................527

Benchmark Media Systems ...........6928

Benchworld ......................................809

Berklee Press .................................4615

Berndt Percussion .........................3451

Bespeco Professional . ..................1680

Best Guitar Parts ............................1161

Bestron Industries ..........................2279

Betterway Electronic ......................1338

beyerdynamic .................................6464

Beyond, Tianjin ..............................2900

BG Franck Bichon ..........................3610

BGE Financial Corporation ............3112

Biema Pro Sound ...........................7431

Big Bang Distribution .....................3564

Big City Music ................................6735

Big Dipper Laser ............................7623

Big Fish Audio ................................6514

Big Joe Stomp Box Company .......5699

Bigsby ............................................3540

Bill Tapia Ukuleles ..........................1415

Bitwig .............................................5304

BKE Technology .............................6903

Black Diamond Strings  .................3513

Blackbird Guitars ...........................1706

Blackstar Amplification ..................6440

Blizzard Lighting  ............................5700

Blocki Flute Method  ......................4709

Blue Book Online ...........................5135

Blue Microphones ..........................6620

Blue Note Woodworks ...................3499

BMS Speakers  ..............................1681

Bob Moog Foundation ...................5307

Bogner Amplification .....................5856

Boogie Juice  .................................2687

BooHeung Precision ......................3296

Borealis Guitars ..............................4295

Borsini Accordions .........................3532

BOSO Drumsticks ..........................2460

Bosphorus Cymbals ......................3576

Boss Printing ..................................2682

BOSS U.S. .....................................302A

BOSStosh ......................................1137

Boulder Creek Guitars ...................3590

Bourgeois Guitars ..........................1509

Bourns Pro Audio ...........................5696

Bplats .............................................1170

Bradford Dimension Specialties ....1249

Breezy Ridge Instruments..............6230

Bricasti Design ...............................6950

Bridge Electric ................................4200

Bridgecraft USA .............................1158

Briz Musical Instrument .................2520

Brown’s Guitar Factory ..................3383

Brubaker Guitars ............................4860

BSS Audio ......................................7800

Buchla Electronic ...........................6809

Buffet Group USA ..........................4300

Bunker Electronics SA de CV ........1171

Burkart-Phelan ...............................2707

C.B.I. Professional .........................4268

C.F. Martin & Co.  .................5258, 5454

C.R. Alsip Guitars ...........................2583

C.S.R. Audio...................................7011

CAD AUDIO
Booth 6632

CAIG Laboratories .........................5590

Cakewalk ........................................302A

Calato Mfg......................................3441

Calzone Case Company ................4849

CANARE .........................................7333

Cannonball .....................................4424

CANOPUS ......................................2964

Caparison Guitar  ...........................1358

Capturing Couture  ........................1102

CAROLBRASS
Booth 3209

WHATtoSEE
Singularly Brutal
Brubaker will show its Brute 
series MJXSC single cut 

bass, which sports 
Brubaker passive 
pickups combined 
with a B-3200 series 
active preamp for 
heightened clarity. 
A carefully selected 
hard maple slim-
taper neck with the 
patented Brubaker 
bolt thru neck joint 
and a Nato body 

give it well-balanced tone. 
The MJXSC also features 
a Brubaker high mass 
bridge, Graphlon nut and 
black knurled chrome 
knobs. {apintl.com}

Schecter Goes 
Platinum
Schecter will display its 
Damien Platinum col-
lection. Designed on 
Schecter’s C-1 body 
style, the 2013 Damien 
now features a set-in 
three-piece mahogany 
neck. The new Platinum 
version is also armed 
with EMG 81/85 combo 
active humbuckers, and 
features a satin black 

hardware. MSRP: $789. 
{schecterguitars.com}

New Selections
Hammond will unveil a 
selection of new portable 
keyboards and console or-
gan products, in addition 
to a series of new Leslie 
products. The new por-

the ultra-light SK series, 
which combines the feel 
and response of a genuine 
Hammond Organ/Leslie 
with the foundation instru-
ments that every keyboard 
player requires. The new 
console organs will feature 

{hammondorganco.com}
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Caroline Guitar Company ..............1371

Carr Amplifiers ...............................3583

Carvin Corp ..........................4290, 7502

Casini Music Instrument ................2615

Casio America ................................5900

Castiv ...............................................E14

CE DISTRIBUTION 
Booth 4893

Ce-ance Electronic Technology .....1436

Cecilio Musical Instruments ...........3212

Celestion ........................................4676

Central Music .................................6012

Century Strings  .............................2713

CH & DH  ........................................2810

Chairman Instruments ...................2901

Chandler Limited ............................6254

Changzhou Alpha United ...............1826

Charites Strings .............................2706

CharterOak Acoustic Devices ........6799

Charvel Guitars ..............................5720

Chauvet ..........................................5574

Cherry Lane Music .........................4618

Cherry Music Technology ..............2910

Cherub Technology ........................3090

Chesbro Music ...............................4430

Chonwoo. .......................................4136

Chord Dice .....................................1001

Chosen Fat .....................................2859

Chris Campbell Custom Guitars ....5894

Chromatik ...........................................E9

CIEC Overseas Exhibition ....1274, 1319

Cipex International .........................6953

CircleKstrings.com .........................1306

Civilized World ...............................5894

Classic Imports  .............................1270

Classical Strings  ...........................3229

Claude Lakey Mouthpieces ...........3312

Clear Tune Monitors .......................1769

ClearSonic Mfg ..............................3265

Cleartone Strings ...........................4750

Cliff  ................................................5783

CME Pte.  .......................................6012

CML Musik Studio & Vertriebs .......7530

CodaBow International ..................3205

Coffin Case ....................................4130

Cole Clark Guitars ..........................1258

Coleman Audio ..............................6897

Collings Guitars ..............................1724

Con Brio Limited ............................2712

Concepta KVB AG .........................4326

Concord International Group .........3221

Conn-Selmer  .................................4600

WHATtoSEE

‘Heller’ a Line
OMG Music will showcase 
its Henry Heller line of 
instrument straps, bags 
and accessories. The new 
line includes hand-crafted 
leather and suede, cot-
ton and designer straps. 
{omgmusicllc.com}
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Connolly Music Company ...3500, 6862

ConventionTV@NAMM ..................5135

Coopercopia  .................................1608

CopperLan .......................................E11

Cora & Peter Kuo ...........................3271

CORDOBA
Booth 5320

Cort USA ........................................4458

Countryman Associates .................6691

Course Technology PTR ................4822

Crafter USA ....................................1602

Crane Song ....................................6280

Crank It Music Gear .......................2358

Craviotto Drum Company ..............3065

Crescent Cymbals .........................3064

Crest Audio ......................................201

CROSSROCK 
CASE COMPANY

Booth 1213

Crown International ........................7800

Crush Drums & Percussion  ...........3470

CruzTOOLS ....................................5960

Crystal Frets ...................................1080

CTS Corporation ............................1564

Cusack Music ................................1580

Custom Drum Graphics .................2351

Custom Lumber Designs ...............1253

Cutting-Edge Solutions..................4418

Cymbal Shield ................................2875

Cymloc Limited ..............................2467

Cympad ..........................................2365

D&A Guitar Gear ............................1417

D&H Guitars ...................................1025

D&M Professional ..........................7021

D’ADDARIO 
& COMPANY

Booth 4834

D’Addario Canada .........................4852

D’Andrea USA ................................4768

D’Angelico Guitars .........................2882

D-TAR .............................................5561

D.B. Musical Instrument ................2664

D.W. Fearn .....................................7106

daCarbo AG ...................................3001

Dae Hung International ..................1754

Daisy Rock Girl Guitars ..................4822

Dana B Goods ...............................5868

DANELECTRO ...............................4790

Dangerous Music  ..........................6820

DANSR  ................................3101, 3112

WHATtoSEE

Girls With Guitars
Hal Leonard will highlight 
Guitar for Girls: A Beginner’s 
Guide to Playing Acous-
tic or Electric Guitar. This 
new book and CD pack by 
guitarist and singer-song-
writer Ali Handal is designed 

their tweens. The method 
teaches them how to play 
using real songs by popular 
female artists and songwrit-
ers. {halleonard.com}
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DAS Audio ......................................7101

Dave Smith Instruments ................5400

David Allen Pickups .......................3397

David Gage String Instruments .....3309

Davis Muller Instruments .....2478, 2482

dB Down ........................................7429

dbx Professional ............................7800

DBZ Guitars  ..................................3290

DC Voltage .....................................5935

Ddrum ............................................5467

Dean Gatewood Guitars ................2485

Dean Guitars ..................................5466

Dean Markley USA .........................5710

Decibel Eleven ...............................2582

Deering Banjo Company ................1513

DEG Music Products .....................4218

Demeter Amplification ...................4388

Denis Wick - London .....................3112

Der Jung Enterprise .......................1354

Despiau Chevalets .........................3009

DH Electronics ...............................1759

DHP ................................................1519

Diablo FX  .......................................1474

Diamond Amplification ...................3290

Diamond Pedals .............................3492

Diffusion Audio  ..............................3491

DiGiCo UK Limited .........................6824

Digital Audio Labs (DAL) ................1458

Digitech ......................................... 211B

DiMarzio  ........................................5830

Direct Music Supply .......................3447

DIRECT SOUND 
HEADPHONES 

Booth 1765

Diril Müzik Aletleri ...........................9999

DJ Tech Limited .............................6310

DJ Tech Pro ....................................6714

DJ Times ........................................5135

DownBeat Magazine ......................4319

DPA Microphones ..........................6996

DR Handmade Strings ...................4182

Drake Mouthpieces  .......................3208

Dramastic Audio Corp. ..................6411

DREAM CYMBALS 
AND GONGS

Booth 3279

Drum Workshop ............................ 303D

DRUM! ............................................3541

Drum-Net .......................................2678

Dubreq  ..........................................1033

Duesenberg USA ...........................4868

Dumpell Corp S.A ..........................4299

Dunlop Manufacturing ...................4568

Dunnett Classic Drums ..................3064

Dusty Roads Products ...................2393

Dusty Strings ..................................1708

Dwarfcraft Devices .........................1177

DXKY Violin Making Company ......2605

Dynamicx Drums............................3374

Dynamo Amplification  ...................2694

Dynatone Corp. ................................720

Dynaudio Professional ...................5932

E and E Exports  ............................6200

E. & O. Mari ....................................5729

Earasers .........................................2566

EarPeace ........................................1416

EarthQuaker Devices  ....................2493

EARTHWORKS
Booth 6882

East International Exhibition ..........1124

Eastman Guitars ............................4914

Eastman Reeds ..............................4200

Eastman Strings .............................4200

EBS Sweden AB ............................5391

Ebtech ............................................4382

EC Custom Shop ...........................4798

Eccentric Systems .........................2465

Eden & Eden ..................................1544

Egnater Amplification .....................5952

EIOSIS  ...........................................6250

Eko Music Group SPA ...................5310

Elation Lighting ..............................5774

Eleca International  ........................1648

Electro-Faustus ..............................1276

Electro-Harmonix ...........................5396

Electro-Voice ..................................6567

Electronic Resources  ....................2683

Electroswitch ..................................5973

Elektron Music Machines  ..............4910

Elettronica Montarbo SRL .............5310

Eleven Dimensions Media  ............6224

Elite Core Audio .............................1742

Elixir Strings ...................................4272

elysia ..............................................6324

Em’s 4 Kids  ...................................4808

Emanuel Wilfer OHG ......................2930

EMB ................................................7326

EMD Music  ....................................3282

eMedia Music Corporation ............6504

Emery & Webb ...............................1301

EMG ...............................................4782

Eminence Speaker  ........................4334

Emotiva Professional .....................1761

Empire Pro .....................................6749

Empirical Labs  ..............................6324

Empress Effects .............................4698

Engl Marketing & Sales  .................5824

Engler Innovations .........................1651

Eno Music Co  ................................1730

Enping Austar Industrial .................1848

Enping Jes Audio ...........................1565

Enping Karsect Electronics ............1826

Enping OKSN Electronics ..............1436

Enping Sange Electronic ................1736

Enping Yeamic Electronic ..............1848

Enping Yike Electronic ...................1736

Eowave ...........................................1658

Epifani Custom Sound Systems ....4283

Epilog Corporation .........................1330

Equipson SA ..................................6274

WHATtoSEE

Carry On
LM products will show 
new additions to the 
Scraps series of straps, 
including the ‘Keep 
Calm’ line. The straps 
are constructed from 
100-percent cotton 
and feature all leather 
ends. MSRP: $19.99. 
{lmproducts.com}

InMusic’s Debut
InMusic, formerly known 
as Numark, will make its 
debut at this year’s show 
and display all of its lines, 
which will all unveil new 
products. Among them 
will be new software 
instruments from Air and 

new hardware controllers 
from Akai Pro, electronic 
drums from Alesis, new 
wireless advancements 
in live sound gear from 
Alto Professional, new 
interfaces from M-Audio 
and performance-oriented 
DJ technology from 
Numark, including a 
wireless, handheld DJ 
performance controller. 
{inmusicbrands.com}
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Ernie Ball ........................................5440

ESI Audiotechnik  ...........................6832

Esoterik Guitars ..............................1355

ESP Guitar Company .........212-2, 213D

Essential Sound Products .............5725

Estonia Piano Factory ......................808

Eternal Musical Instrument ............2920

ETI Sound Systems .......................5952

Etymotic Research .........................3050

Evans Drumheads ..........................4834

Eventide .........................................5791

EverTune.........................................4227

Evets Corporation ..........................4790

Exodus Cymbals ............................2469

Exotic Woods  ................................5927

Extreme Isolation Headphones .....1765

EZ Dupe .........................................6951

F Bass ............................................1559

F-Pedals .........................................3326

Faber Piano Adventures ................4618

Fable Sounds .................................7607

FaitalPRO .......................................6790

FANE Loudspeakers ......................5995

Fano Guitars ...................................2883

Fargen Amplification ......................2595

Farmer Musical Instruments ..........2792

Fazioli Pianoforti SRL .......................708

FBT Elettronica SPA .......................6840

FBT USA ........................................6840

Fender Musical Instruments ....300, 304

Fender Accessories .......................5720

Fernandes Guitars .........................5690

Ferree’s Tools .................................4233

Fibenare Guitars .............................4881

Fishman ......................4158, 4162, 4258

Fitness Audio .................................1825

Flea Market Music..........................1715

FLOYD ROSE
Booth 4860

Focal Professional ..........................6796

Focusrite Novation .........................6464

Fodera Guitar Partners  .................5286

Forest Plywood Sales ....................1244

Forestone Japan  ...........................3304

Fostex.............................................6464

Four Force  .....................................4198

Francisco Domingo ........................5476

Freedom Custom Guitar ................1465

Freescale Semiconductor  .............1380

Friedman Amplification ..................3397

Fuchs Audio Technology ...............5298

Fujigen  ...........................................3190

Furman ...........................................6848

Fuselli Manifatture ..........................5861

Fusion Products .............................4700

Future Sonics .................................6626

G & B Pickup ..................................1574

G7th ...............................................1218

Gaai Drums ....................................2958

Galaxy Audio ..................................6200

Galileo Digital Pianos .......................508

Galli Musical Strings SRL ..............3326

Gallien Technology .........................4284

Gallien-Krueger ..............................4284

Gatchell Violins Company ..............3329

Gator Cases ...................................4900

GE Capital .............................. 409, 68-E

Gem Sound ....................................5947

Gemeinhardt  .................................3314

Gemini Sound ................................5700

Genelec ..........................................6220

George L’s ......................................5820

Gepco International .......................6983

German American Trading Co  ......2927

Get’m Get’m Wear .........................4194

Getzen Company ...........................4412

GHS Strings ...................................4684

Giannini - USA ...............................1400

Gibraltar Hardware .........................5720

Gibson Guitar Corporation .........303AB

Gittler Instruments  ........................1027

GJ2 Guitars by Grover Jackson ....4296

GL Cases Ind. ................................3204

GLIC Displays  ...............................7515

Gliga Violins, USA ..........................3325

Global Truss America .....................5766

GLP German Light Products .........7414

GMP Guitars ..................................1448

GMS Drum .....................................2754

GNI Music ......................................1126

Godin Guitars .................................211A

Gold Tone .............................1405, 1504

Golden Panda  ...............................2419

Goltar  .............................................1566

Gon Bops  ......................................3264

GOTOH ..........................................4140

Grand Illusion Piano Shells ............5011

GRAPH TECH 
GUITAR LABS

Booth 4769

Graphics 4 Gear  ............................1475

Greatmind Saxophone ...................2925

Gretsch ...........................................3540

GretschGear.com ...........................3540

Grip Studios  ..................................5492

Grotrian Piano Company  ................715

Grover Musical Products ...............5270

Grund Audio Design ......................6337

GRUNDORF 
CORPORATION

Booth 6337

Gruv Gear .......................................2572

GS Teletech  ...................................2890

Guangzhou Baiyun Rundong ........7434

Guangzhou City Aiweidy................7624

Guangzhou Daisy ...........................7309

Guangzhou Huiyou Cases .............1826

Guangzhou Kapok Guitar  .............1524

Guangzhou Kinvee .........................7424

Guangzhou Lang Qing ...................1336

Guangzhou Magnetic ....................1571

WHATtoSEE
Goby Labs’ Latest
Goby Labs will introduce 
the GBU-300 universal 

guitar stand. 
The new GBU-
300 features 
over-molded 
rubber surfaces 
designed to pre-
vent abrasion to 
one’s guitar and 
protect the neck. 
The stand also 
offers full-cradle 
guitar retention. 
This guitar stand 
incorporates 
a lock-open/

spring-closed mechanism 
that provides the choice 
of quick access during 
performances. MSRP: 
$65.95. {gobylabs.com}

Verb’s Reverb
MOD Kits DIY will show-

kit, which is built around 
the Belton Digi-Log mini 
module. Features in-

controls, letting the dry 
signal be blended with 
the processed signal 
from just a hint of reverb 
to deep echoes. The 

palette of reverb sound. 
{modkitsdiy.com}

Team Effort
Earthworks has teamed 
up with PianoMic System 
and Ravenscroft Pianos 
to release the 7-foot, 
3-inch Ravenscroft Pianos’ 
Model 220. The PianoMic 
System combines real-
ism through two random 
incidence omni micro-
phones with a design that 
allows closed lid miking. 
{earthworksaudio.com}
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Guangzhou OuBa ..................................................1225

Guangzhou Pearl River ..........................................206A

Guangzhou Quansheng S .....................................7307

Guangzhou Rainstar ..............................................7614

Guangzhou Romance ............................................1224

Guangzhou Sunpost ..............................................4250

Guardian Cases .....................................................5476

Guilford Guitars ......................................................3394

Guillaume Carballido ..............................................2568

Guinner Graphix  ....................................................2352

Guitar Defender ......................................................1353

Guitar Hands ..........................................................1455

Guitar Link ..............................................................5894

Guitarparts .............................................................1230

Guitarras Bernabe. .................................................1600

Guitarras Francisco Esteve ....................................1600

Guitarras Hermanos Sanchis Lopez ............................ 1600

Guitarras Manuel Rodriguez and Sons .....................5272

Guptill Music ..................................................... 1609

Gvox .......................................................................6628

GWW Group  ..........................................................1719

H & F Technologies ................................................6390

H. Tonart V. B.  .......................................................2612

H.E.A.R.  .................................................................2005

H.G. Leach Guitars ................................................1401

H.W. Products ........................................................4806

Hagstrom Guitars ...................................................4758

HAL LEONARD 
CORPORATION

Booth 4618

Halifax & Co Pvt  ....................................................2265

Hall Crystal Flutes ..................................................3534

Hallet, Davis & Pianos ..............................................714

Halo Custom Guitars .............................................4773

Hamilton Metalcraft................................................5975

Hamilton Stands ....................................................3101

HAMMOND USA
Booth 5100
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Hangzhou Aierke Electronic...........1130

Hangzhou Globe ............................1670

Hangzhou Start ..............................1847

Hangzhou Worlde  .........................5110

Hannabach .....................................3301

Hannay Reels  ................................6695

Hanser Music Group ......... 4878, C4869

Hanson Guitars ..............................5496

Hanson ProSystems ......................7404

Hardman Pianos ..............................614

HARMAN
Booth 7800

HARMONA Akkordeon  .................2927

Harris Musical Products.......4827, 4831

Harry Hartmann..............................3030

Hart Dynamics ...............................2779

Hartman Electronics  .....................1572

Haynes Flutes ................................4200

Heil Sound  .....................................7018

Heintzman Distributors  ...................417

Hell Guitars .....................................1542

Hengshui Xinxing  ..........................2610

Henry Thayer Company .................2278

Hercules Stands .............................5420

Hercules/Guillemot ........................6698

Hermes International  .....................5114

HH Electronics ...............................4350

Hill Guitar Company .......................1418

Hipshot Products ...........................5733

Hiscox Cases .................................4242

HK Audio ........................................6440

Hoanh Trang Co  ............................2711

Hodge Products .............................3434

Hofner.............................................2930

Hohner ...........................................3240

Hohner Kids ...................................3240

Hohnica ..........................................3240

Holloway Harp Guitars ...................1100

Hollywoodwinds .............................4221

Holophone ............................5398, 5499

Homespun Tapes ...........................4618

HOSA TECHNOLOGY
Booth 5590

HOSCO  .........................................1619

Hoshino U.S.A.  ..............................4634

House of Troy ...................................811

House Research Institute ...............1292

Howard Core Company .................3301

Hua Nan Professional Audio  .........1752

Hudson Music ................................4618

Hughes and Kettner .......................6555

Humes & Berg Mfg.........................4400

HUNTER MUSIC 
INSTRUMENT 

Booth 3000

Huss & Dalton Guitar Company ....1408

I.C.E. .....................................1845, 1858

Ibanez .............................................4634

IBC Trading  .........................1218, 1318

ICAN Electronic Technology ..........1649

iConnectivity ..................................1774

IEC-BERLIN ...............2830, 2930, 3030

IFG Music .......................................2430

II:XX Guitar Stands .........................2587

IK Multimedia US  ..........................6520

ILIO .................................................6724

Immix Eleven Amplification ............1366

Import Music USA ......................... 212B

IMUA UKULELE
Booth 1412

Independent Audio  .......................5998

INDERBINEN blasinstrumente .......3001

Industrial Strength Industries .........1377

INMUSIC
Booth 6700

INNOVATIVE 
PERCUSSION

Booth 2976

Instrument Care Apparel  ...............2704

International Assoc. of Bassists ........2008

International Clarinet Assoc. ..........2008

Inyen Vina .......................................2785

Ion Audio ........................................6700

IsoAcoustics  ..................................1631

ISP Technologies ...........................5863

Istanbul Zil ve Muzik ......................2870

Istanbul Zilciler Muzik ....................2854

ITC Electronic Technology .............1829

iZotope ...................................109, 6920

Izzo Instrumentos Musicais ...........2448

J & L Tonewoods............................1607

J. Weissman Music  .......................2617

J.D. Grandt Piano Supply ................820

Jaden Rose Guitars .......................5498

Jaguar Amplification ......................3582

James Trussart Guitars ..................4883

JamHub Corporation .....................5315

Jammit ...............................................E5

Jancic AG .......................................2614

Jaykco  ...........................................1117

JBL Professional ............................7800

JDSound  .......................................7528

Jensen Speakers ...........................4893

Jet City Amplification .....................7119

JetPack Bags .................................6424

Jiangsu Dafeng Instrument ............1430

Jiangsu East ...................................2910

Jiangsu New Century .....................2517

Jiangsu Qi Mei ...............................2910

Jiangyin Goldencup Angels ...........2601

Jiaxing Jinlida Electro. ...................1848

Jinan Xuqiu ....................................2900

Jinjiang Lida Electronic ..................1124

JJ Babbitt .......................................4322

JJ Electronic ...................................5397

WHATtoSEE

New Ukes
Koloa will display its nine 
new ukulele models. The 
300-series ukes are assem-
bled with solid mahogany 
tops and mahogany backs 
and sides, complemented 

There are four models in the 
series, including a soprano, 
concert and two tenors. 
Other new additions include 
the 500-series and the KU-
725 {koloaukulele.com}

Transition Complete
Direct Sound, makers of 

-
phones, has completed 
its transition from foreign 
manufacturing to being 
made in the United States. 
The in-sourcing phase be-
gan in early 2011 and was 
completed by July 4, 2012.
 “Being made in the U.S. 
gives us better control 
and greatly enhances new 
product development, while 
creating many new jobs for 
U.S. workers,” said senior 
vice president Steve Rois. 
“It is something we are 
quite proud of.” {extreme 
headphones.com}
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JODYJAZZ 
Booth 3317

Joe Barden Engineering ........................................4699

JoeCo Limited ........................................................6598

John Bowen Synth Design ....................................5406

John Hornby Skewes  ............................................1212

John Lennon Educational Tour Bus ................................ A1

John Marshall Custom Guitars ..............................2589

John Pearse ...........................................................6230

Johnson..................................................................5476

Jon Cross Custom Drums .....................................2875

Jones Double Reed Products ................................3207

Jones Musical Products ........................................3109

Joong Ang Metal ....................................................1439

Josephson Engineering .........................................7004

Journey Instruments Limited .................................1236

Joyful Noise Drum Company .................................3064

Joyo Technology ....................................................2910

JR Music Supply ....................................................3330

JTS Professional  ...................................................6966

Jumboaudio Electronics ........................................1826

Jye Lih Musical Instrument  ...................................1118

JZ Microphones .....................................................6946

K and S Music ........................................................2330

K.H.S. Musical Instrument .....................................3220

Kahler International ................................................5727

KALA MUSIC
Booth 5314

Kamaka Hawaii ......................................................1506

Kamoa Ukulele Company ......................................1201

Kanile’a Ukulele .....................................................1312

Kanstul Musical Instruments .................................4614

Kat Percussion .......................................................5720

Kauer Guitars  ........................................................3582

Kawai America Corp. ..................................207A, 207B

Keith McMillen Instruments ...................................6227

Kelley Percussion ...................................................2971

Kelly Concepts,  .....................................................2634

Kemper  ..................................................................6100

Ken Smith Basses ..................................................4768

Keynote ..................................................................1031

KHL Corporation ....................................................3385

KHS America ..........................................................3220

Ki-Sound Industrial ................................................1480

KICKPORT 
INTERNATIONAL 

Booth 2871

King Size LED Displays ..........................................7324

KIRLIN INDUSTRIES
Booth 1770

Klops Drums ..........................................................2593

KMCMusicorp ..............................................5420, 5720

KMS Shokai ...........................................................4140

Knowledge Of Music  ............................................1803

Ko’olau Guitar & Ukulele ........................................1605

Koch Guitar Electronics ...............................4166, 4168

Koenig & Meyer & KG ..................................3500, 6862

Kohala ....................................................................3240

Koll Guitar Company ..............................................2883

Koloa Ukulele .........................................................5476

Korg USA ...............................................................6440

Krank Amplification  ...............................................3584

Kremona Trade  ......................................................3321

Kupo Industrial Corp. .............................................7402

Kurzweil ..................................................................6464

Kurzweil Digital Pianos ............................................514

Kush Audio .............................................................6324

KYSER MUSICAL 
PRODUCTS 
Booth 5951

LA Custom Electric ................................................5299

Lace Music Products .............................................5860

LAG Guitars ............................................................6440

Lakland Basses ......................................................5496

Lampifier Company ...............................................1864

Lamvin ....................................................................1781
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Laney Amplification........................4350

Langfang Yongxin ..........................2700

LANIKAI ..........................................3240

Larger Than Life RockStar Supply ..... 4130

Latch Lake Music ...........................1862

Latin Percussion.............................5720

Laughing Budda ...............................201

Lauten Audio ..................................6796

Lava Cable .....................................6287

Lavoce Italiana  ..............................2782

Lee Oskar Harmonicas ..................5720

Leem Products ...............................6995

Legator Guitars ..............................1450

Legere Reeds  ................................3014

LEP International ..................4166, 4168

LEVY’S LEATHERS
Booth 4658

Lewitt  ............................................ 208B

Lexicon Professional ......................7800

Liaocheng Sunsmile  ......................1636

Liberty Drums .................................2878

LINE 6
Booth 212A

Lipe Guitars USA ...........................1327

Liszko .............................................1365

Little Labs .......................................6254

Littlite ..............................................7002

Liverpool.........................................2448

LM PRODUCTS
Booth 4285

Logjam Music  ................................4827

Longsheng Musical Instrument .....1424

Loog Guitars ..................................1202

LOS CABOS 
DRUMSTICKS

Booth 3460

Loud Button Electronics ................1475

LOUD Technologies ........ 209-1, 209AB

Louis Renner & KG ..........................814

Lowden Guitars (George) ...............1612

Lowrey ............................................5309

LOXX USA ......................................4194

LPD Music International.................4550

LR Baggs Corp. .............................5250

LSL Instruments .............................5921

Ludwig Drums ................................4224

Luna Guitars ...................................5467

Luthier Music Corp ........................1421

lynda.com.......................................4714

Lynx Studio Technology  ................6525

M & M Merchandisers ....................4358

M Music & Musicians Magazine ....6230

M&M Distributing ...........................3524

M-Audio .........................................6700

M.V. Pedulla Guitars .......................5964

M/S. Bhargava  ..............................2716

M1 Distribution  ..............................1782

MAC Corporation ...........................2607

MACSAX Saxophones ...................2616

Mad Professor Amplification  ........4176

Magic Parts Company ...................5890

MAGIX ............................................7002

Magnatone .....................................4794

Mahalo Ukulele ..............................1106

Majik Box  ......................................2496

Major Music Supply .......................1112

MakeMusic .....................................6210

Manhasset Specialty Company .....3431

Manley Laboratories ......................6286

Manson Guitar Works ....................4596

Manufacturas Alhambra, S.L. ........1512

Maple Leaf Strings .........................2600

MARATHON ...................................6854

Marco Bass Guitars .......................1377

Mari Strings  ...................................5941

Marigaux ........................................4410

Mark of the Unicorn .......................6410

Markbass .......................................4778

Marleaux Bass Guitars ...................4172

Marlo Plastic Products ...................4823

Marshall Amplification USA ...........4840

Marshall Electronics .......................6874

Martin Blust ....................................4299

Martin Roland Int’l Corp. ................4146

MARUE...........................................1465

Mason & Hamlin Piano Company..9888

Matchless Amplifiers ......................4877

Materion Brush ..............................6853

Matrix Amplification  ......................5399

MatTea Vocal Luxury ......................1155

Mattissonbass ................................1472

Maxtone Musical Instrument. ........2558

Mayones Guitars USA ...................5894

MBT Lighting ..................................5720

McCartney Pro-Guitars ..................1436

MCD Percussion ............................2549

McDSP ...........................................6405

McKeon Products  .........................1113

McNally Instruments  .....................1718

Meadowbrook Insurance Group ..168-D

Medina Artigas S.A. .......................4855

Mega-Lite .......................................7431

MEINL ..................................3454, 3464

Mel Bay Publications .....................5000

Merano Musical Instruments .........3521

Meridian Aditama, Cv ....................1364

Merlin 5 Products ...........................1437

Metasonix .......................................6735

Meteoro Amplifiers .........................2686

Mey America ..................................2454

MI Audio PTY  ................................3496

Mi-Si Electronics Design ................3535

Miami Parts Import ........................6987

Microtech Gefell  ............................6948

MicW Audio ....................................6278

Mid-East Mfg. ................................2714

MIDI Manufacturers Assoc. ...........1000

Mighty Bright ..................................1525

Mighty Mite ....................................4458

Mike Lull Custom Guitars ..............5999

Miktek  ............................................7622

Minarik Guitars ...............................1022

Mings Electronic Products Co  ......1218

Mipro ..............................................6814

Miraphone eG ................................3030

Mixware  .........................................5811

Mode Machines .............................1016

Modern Drummer Publications .....3545

ModkitsDIY.com .............................4893

Mogami Cable ................................6874

Mojave Audio .................................6979

Mojo Hand Fx.................................1381

Moku Ukuleles ...............................1109

Mollard Conducting Batons ...........3509

Mono Cases  ..................................3382

Monoprice ......................................7511

Monster ..........................................4850

Moog Music  ..................................5300

Moollon ..........................................2891

Moon Professional .........................6796

Moon Wha S.O.G. ..........................1204

Morgan Hill Music Company .........3590

Moridaira USA ................................1712

Morley ............................................4382

Moses Carbon Graphite USA ........5292

MPR Enterprises ............................4822

Mr. DJ  ..................................6011, 7407

MTD (Michael Tobias Design ) .......5868

Muse ..............................................2692

Muse Research  .............................6825

Museum of Making Music .................E1

Music & Sales P.E. .........................6440

Music Distributors Association ......2008

Music Group Services....................5740

Music Inc. Magazine ......................4319

Music Magazine Publishers ...........4822

Music Maker Publications .............6110

Music Marketing  ...........................6242

Music Nomad .................................1305

Music Sales Corporation ...............4618

Music Sales  ...................................4701
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Musica & Mercado .................................................4804

MUSICAL 
DISTRIBUTORS 

GROUP
Booth 1119, 6829

Musical Merchandise Review ................................4607

MusiCares ..............................................................4713

Musicians Institute .................................................4291

MusicMedic.com ...................................................3012

Musicvox  ...............................................................1349

Musik Josef ............................................................2515

Musik Lenz & KG ...................................................3007

Musik Spiri .............................................................3001

Musikmesse ...........................................................4800

Musiquip ................................................................4242

Muztek Music Supply ............................................2891

MV Pro Audio  ........................................................6809

MXL Microphones ..................................................6874

myMix .....................................................................6981

Nadir Ibrahimoglu e.K. ...........................................3030

Nady Systems ........................................................4650

Nalu Ukulele Company ..........................................1500

Namba Gear ...........................................................7435

NAMM Museum of Making Music .............................E1

Nanjing Aileen Trading ...........................................3523

Narita Industrial ......................................................2913

Natal Drums ...........................................................4840

NASMD
Booth 2008

National Piano Foundation ....................................2008

National Piano Traveler’s Assoc. .............................821

National Reso-Phonic Guitars ...............................1624

Nektar Technology .................................................5304

NEMC
Booth 3421

Neotech, a division of OP/TECH ...........................3430

Neutrik USA ...........................................................6320
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NewBay Media  ..............................5761

Nik Huber Guitars ..........................4178

Ningbo Apextone Electronics ........1674

Ningbo Central Star Electronic ......7420

Ningbo Emmya Electronic .............1848

Ningbo Hubaishi Cable ..................1848

Ningbo Jingyi Electronics ..............1370

Ningbo Kaifat Electronics ..............4368

Ningbo Longchen Soundbo ..........1370

Ningbo Polinata Electronics...........1436

Ningbo Rixing Electronics ..............1842

Ningbo Roxtone Audio Tech ..........1826

Ningbo Tianqi Electronics ..............1370

Ningbo Tiansheng Jiahua ..............1736

Ningbo Xuansound Electric ...........1843

Ningbo Yinzhou Alctron .................1758

Ningbo Yinzhou Luxsound.............1443

Ningbo Yinzhou Yongxing ..............1826

Ningbo Zhenhai Leilei Acoustic .....1855

Noisebug ........................................6005

Nord ...............................................6464

Nordstrand Pickups .......................4895

Norris-Whitney Communications ..4605

North American Music  ....508, 608, 714

North American Wood Products . ..1248

Noteflight ........................................1200

Nova Strings...................................2924

NS Design ......................................5862

NSI Audio  ......................................7326

nu desine ........................................7609

Numark ...........................................6700

Nuvo Instrumental  .........................2820

Oasis ..............................................1406

Odyssey Innovative Designs..........5920

Offworld Percussion.......................3579

Ohana Music ..................................1206

Oktava ............................................6630

Oleg Products ................................3422

Oliver Musica USA  ........................3328

Olympia ..........................................4696

Olympus America...........................6829

OME Banjos ...................................1608

OMG MUSIC 
Booth 4278

OmniSistem..........................5691, 7507

On Point Audio ...............................6894

On-Stage Stands ...........................5940

OnBoard Research Corporation ....4131

Onori Entertainment .......................2990

Option Knob ...................................1461

Orange Amps .................................4890

Original Engineered Products  .......2375

Orkestra Zilleri San. Ve Tic. Sti. .....2758

Osiamo  ..........................................1558

Otto Musica Corp. .........................3213

Ovation Guitars ..............................5720

Overtone Labs ...............................2877

Overture Guitars .............................2694

P. Audio System .............................6894

P. Mauriat........................................4514

P3 Phantom Powered Pedal..........5935

Pacific Drums and Percussion...... 303D

Paesold Stringed Instruments .......2930

PageFlip  ........................................4618

Pahu International  .........................2971

Paiste America ...............................3270

Palatino Pianos ................................415

Pantheon Guitars ...........................1509

Panyard ..........................................3589

Parsek SRL ....................................4778

PartnerShip ..................................168-C

Parts Express .................................1630

Paul L Jansen and Son ....................819

Paul Lairat ......................................3287

Paul Reed Smith Guitars ....210A, 210B

PAXPHIL Corporation ....................4398

Peace Musical Company ...............2654

Peak Music Stands ........................3020

Pearl Corporation .......2438, 2638, 4610

Pearl Flutes ....................................4611

PEAVEY  
ELECTRONICS

Booth 201

Peekamoose Custom Guitars  .......1265

Peerless Guitars .............................1464

Pelonis Sound & Acoustics ............6324

Penguin Group, USA......................4822

Penn Elcom ....................................5995

Performance Truss .........................7421

Perri Ink. Custom Guitars ..............2483

Perri’s Leathers  .............................5278

Perzina Pianos .................................816

Pete Schmidt Music Accessories ..2986

Peter Vogel Instruments (PVI) ........6329

Peterson Electro-Musical ...............5990

Phil Jones Bass ..............................3596

Phoenix Audio ................................6989

Phonic Corporation ........................6990

Piano Technicians Guild ...................823

PIANODISC
Booth 620, 822, 9888

PianoForce  ......................................824

Pick Grips .......................................2586

Pioneer Electronics (USA) ........110, 119

Pizarro Electronics .........................7122

PJLA MUSIC SALES
Booth 3414

Planet Waves .................................4834

Players Music Accessories ............3614

Plugin Alliance  ...............................6847

PMC
Booth 7222

PMI Audio Group ...........................6890

PocketStrings.com ........................1304

Pokar Industrial  ...............................724

Polyblend Systems Corporated ....3492

Pork Pie Percussion  ......................3378

Porter & Davies ..............................2879

Posse Audio ...................................4897

Powerful Drum Shop......................2355

PractizPal .......................................4810

Prat Basses ....................................5798

Precision Devices Loudspeakers ..5995

Premier Builders Guild .........2882, 2883

Premier Guitar ................................4819

Prentice Practice Pads ..................3275

PRESONUS AUDIO 
ELECTRONICS
Booth 6800, 6900

Prestini Reed Corporation .............4231

Prime Studio  .................................7530

Prism Media Products ...................7123

Pro Cymbal ....................................3543

Pro Mark .........................................4834

Pro Stage Gear ..............................3283

Pro-Active Websites.......................4418

Proel S.p.A. ....................................4242

Proel SpA .................................... A6260

Prosound Communications  ..........3596

PROTEC
Booth 4812

Protection Racket Cases ...............5720

PRV Audio Brazil ............................5792

PSPaudioware.com s.c. ................6909

Puresound ......................................4834

Q Drum ...........................................2466

Q Lighting .......................................5899

Qingdao Sungil Instrument ............1413

QRS MUSIC  
TECHNOLOGIES 

Booth 424

QSC Audio Products .....................6752

Quantum Audio Designs  ...............6226
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Quik Lok .........................................5034

RAD Distribution ............................4142

RADIAL 
ENGINEERING 

Booth 6959

Radikal Technologies  ....................6108

Raimundo Guitars USA ..................5894

RainSong Graphite Guitars ............1618

Randall May International ..............2648

Rane Corporation ...........................6528

Ravenscroft Pianos ................621, 6882

rbh DRUMS ....................................3379

RCF USA ........................................6780

Reactorz .........................................2361

Real De Los Reyes, S.A. De C.V. ...5490

Realitone ........................................6624

Recording King ..............................5476

Red Square Audio ..........................7610

Rees Harps  ...................................1720

Reference Laboratory SRL ............6855

Regal Tip ........................................3441

Regenerate Guitar Works...............1306

Reid & Son Distributors .................1636

Reliable Hardware Company .........4394

Reloop ............................................5815

REMO
Booth 3440

Renkus-Heinz .................................6420

REON Corp. ...................................1658

Resona Flutes and Piccolos ..........2707

Retail Print Music Dealers Assoc ...2008

Retail Up! ........................................4717

Reunion Blues ................................5968

REVEREND 
GUITARS
Booth 3084

Rhythm Band Instruments .............1805

Rhythm Earth .................................1601

Rhythm Tech ..................................2970

Richter-Leder  ................................4172

Rickenbacker..................................5326

Rico Reeds .....................................4834

Riedel Communications  ................6298

Ringway Tech (Jiangsu) .................5304

Riptide Ukuleles .............................3590

Risson Amplifiers ...........................2272

Ritter Designer Bags & Cases .......4326

Ritter Gig Bags ...............................4914

Ritter Instruments...........................4178

Rivera Amplification  ......................4772

Riversong Guitars ..........................1014

Rixing International Trade ..............2464

Rob Papen .....................................6825

Robert F. Chapman ........................1267

Roc-N-Soc  ....................................2960

Roché-Thomas Corp. ....................1300

Rock House ...................................4618

Rock N Roll Industries ...................4130

Rock N’ Roll Relics ........................3397

Rock On Audio ...............................1567

Rock-N-Roll GangStar ...................4196

Rock-Tips .......................................1577

Rockbox Electronics ......................5894

Rocket Shells .................................2967

Rockett Drum Works ......................3164

Rockett Pedals USA ......................1554

Rockford Carving Company ..........1207

Rocktron .........................................4684
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Rodgers Instruments .....................302A

Rokkomann ....................................1418

ROLAND
Booth 302A, 303C

RotekDrums  ..................................2564

Rotodrum di Riccardo Martinazzi ..2364

Rovner Products ............................2606

Royer Labs .....................................6975

RS Berkeley....................................4406

RS Custom Guitars  .......................3397

RSQ Audio/Mediasync ..................7112

Rycote Microphone Windshields ...6898

S.I.T. Strings ...................................5976

SABIAN 
Booth 3056, 3254

SAE Audio ......................................5996

Saga Musical Instruments .............5760

Sakae Drums ..................................2748

Samick Music Corporation ............5667

SAMSON 
TECHNOLOGIES

Booth 4590

Samwoo Manufacturing ................1471

Santa Cruz Guitar Corp .................1700

Santo Angelo Cables .....................2984

Sara-Trans Export Corporation ......5931

Sauter USA .................................. 205-1

Savannah .......................................5476

Savarez...........................................3106

Schaller Electronic  ........................2830

SCHECTER 
GUITAR RESEARCH

Booth 210-2, 210D

Schertler Pickups and Amps .........4200

Schertler Pickups and Amps .........4914

SCHILKE 
MUSIC PRODUCTS

Booth 4330

Schlagwerk Percussion .................3030

Schoeps Microphones ...................6898

Schwarzer & Mantik GbR ..............4707

SCORE Mktg. .................................1613

Scott Cao Violins  ...........................3320

Scotty Roller Designs,  ..................2592

Scrim King ......................................7315

sE Electronics.................................6498

Seikaku Technical Groups .............6772

Seiko Tuners and Metronomes ......5420

Sennheiser Electronic Corp ...........6577

Sensaphonics Hearing Conserv ....6952

Serato Video ...................................6464

Seydel Harmonicas ........................3026

SEYMOUR DUNCAN
Booth 5561

Sha Guitars ....................................1560

Shadow Elektroakustik Josip ........5825

Shanghai Huaxin Musical Instru. ...6012

Shanghai Lansheng Grand Luck. ..1436

Shanghai Max Precision Instru ......3020

Shanghai NO. 1 National Musical ..2900

Shanghai Qianxin Electronics ........1833

Shenzhen Bao Ye Heng Industrial.. 1748

Shenzhen Flanger Musical .............2900

Shenzhen Fzone Technology .........1436

Shenzhen JHC Electronics ............1736

Shenzhen Kings Industry ...............1642

Shenzhen Mooer Audio .................1530

Shenzhen Rowin Music .................3425

SHS International ...........................1648

SHUBB CAPOS
Booth 6240

Shure ..............................................6541

SICA Speakers ...............................4893

Sixounz Guitars ..............................1537

SJC Custom Drums .......................3070

SKB CORPORATION
Booth 4210

Slate Digital ....................................6921

Slate Pro Audio ..............................6921

SM ProAudio ..................................6809

Smarvo Electronics  .......................1836

SmithsonMartin  .............................7321

Snareweight ...................................2358

SNARK ...........................................4790

Snow Sea Company ......................1237

So Cal Drums .................................2369

Soar Int’l Trading  ...........................1543

Softwind Instruments .....................6434

Soh Electronics ..............................6901

Soho Acoustics  .............................1502

Solid State Logic ............................6908

Sonatina String  .............................3522

Sonic Clamp.....................................E15

Sonic Core  ....................................5406

Sonivox ..........................................6700

Sonnet Technologies......................7620

Sonodyne .......................................6945

Sonoma Wire Works ......................6225

SONOR ..........................................3240

Sonora International .......................1713

Sony Creative Software .................6112

Sony Electronics ............................6112

Souldier ..........................................4697

Soultone Cymbals ..........................2977

Sound & Communications .............5135

Sound and Structure ......................7312

Sound Barrier U.S.A.......................5390

Sound Enhancement Products......4382

Sound Magic  .................................1644

Sound On Sound  ..........................6321

Sound Plug Electronic ...................7020

Sound Radix  .................................7612

Sound Service  ...............................6329

Soundcraft .....................................7800

Soundking Electronic & Sound ......6000

Soundstream Technologies ...........7415

SoundTrack USA  ...........................7010

Source Audio .................................5599

Spanish Guitar Master Craftsman.. 1600

Spear Guitar (SPHK Corp.) ............3495

Spectrasonics ................................6724

Spectrum Hardwoods ....................1159

Sperzel ...........................................6234

SPL .................................................6847

Stage Ninja .....................................1326

StageTrix Products ...............4166, 4168

StageWorks ....................................2373

Standback Amp Stand ..................5935

STARIN ...........................................7119

Stentor Music  ................................4219

Steph Accessories  ........................4390

Steve Clayton .................................4690

Steven Slate Drums .......................6921

Sticks n Skins .................................2954

STOKYO ...............................6224, 6424

Stone Custom Drum  .....................2468

Strandberg Guitars.........................3391

StrapGraphics ................................1233

Strictly 7 Guitars.............................3391

String Swing  ..................................4378

Stuart Spector Design ...................4878

Studio Depot ..................................1643

Studio Devil ....................................6721

Studiologic .....................................6464

Studiomaster ..................................6762

Sun Rise Exact Industrial ...............1861

Sunlite Industrial Corp. ..................2764

SUNLP Limited ..............................1655

Super Singer Int’l Corp ..................1060

Super-Sensitive Musical String ......3515

Supernatural Cymbals ...................2455

SurfCity Music ................................2449

Suzuki Music USA .........................5100

Swiff Technology ............................1317
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Synful  ....................................................................6227

Synthax  .......................................................6911, 7000

T&R Products .........................................................2349

T-Cymbals  .............................................................2366

T-Rex Engineering ..................................................4242

TAESUNG Precision ...............................................2693

Taiwan Carol Electronics ........................................1664

Takamine Guitars ...................................................5720

Takumi Ukulele Company ......................................1716

Taller de Guitarras de Juan ....................................1600

Talwar Brothers (P)  ................................................3233

Tama .......................................................................4634

Tanglewood Guitar Company UK ..........................4242

Tannoy ....................................................................5932

TASCAM
Booth 6491

TAYE Drums ...........................................................3554

Taylor Guitars ................................................... 213ABC

Taylor Tours . ..........................................................7713

TC Electronic ..........................................................5932

TC-Helicon .............................................................5932

TEC Foundation .....................................................2007

TecAmp ..................................................................5962

Tech 21 ...................................................................5982

Technical Pro ..........................................................6510

Teenage Engineering ..............................................6409

TEI Electronics  ............................................5790, 5924

TELEFUNKEN Elektroakustik ................................1868

Tenon Industrial ......................................................3300

Testa Communications ..........................................5135

THC-Amplification..................................................5962

The Clamp It ...........................................................2458

The DJ Expo...........................................................5135

The Dube ................................................................2554

The Effect Rack ......................................................4773

The Guitar Hanger ..................................................4773

The Hifi Company ..................................................1143

The Kelly SHU ........................................................2634

The Loar .................................................................5476

The Magic Fluke Co ...............................................1715

The Music & Sound Retailer ..................................5135

THE MUSIC LINK
Booth 415, 5476

The Music People! .................................................5940

THE RAPCOHORIZON  
COMPANY
Booth 4558

The Recording Academy .......................................4601

Theo Wanne ...........................................................3200

THG Knobs ............................................................1351

Thimble Slide .........................................................4130

Thing 3-D ...............................................................1419

Things 4 Strings  ....................................................3424

Thomastik-Infeld ....................................................3500

Thompson Music ...................................................2611

Tianjin Chixing International...................................2578

Tianjin FLEET Music ..............................................2548

Tianjin Flourishing International .............................2479

Tianjin Fontai Music Import ...................................2533

Tianjin Jinbao Musical ...........................................3278

Tianjin Jiuyue Technology ......................................2855

Tianjin JYJ Musical Instrument ..............................1531

Tianjin Longxing  ....................................................3306

Tianjin Master Import & Export ..............................2710

Tianjin Sanjin International Trade  ..........................3313

Tianjin Tecamp Music  ...........................................1570

Tianjin Triumph Music. ...........................................3427

Timber Products Company ...................................1139

Timber Tones..........................................................4827

TKL Products Corp. ...............................................4450

TMP Pro Distribution ..............................................5940

Toca Percussion .....................................................5720

Todaro’s Music .......................................................5941

Tolito musique ........................................................3483

Tom Anderson Guitarworks ...................................1518

Tom Stenback AB  .................................................1259

Tone Americana  ....................................................2492

Tone King Amplifier Company ...............................2883

Toneconcepts  ........................................................1481



For more information about the National Association of School Music Dealers, call 972-233-9107, x204 or email 972-490-4219

SIGN UP NOW AT NASMD.COM 

The perfect business event for progressive school music dealers!
Don’t miss:
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TonePros ........................................3390

ToneRite .........................................2812

Tong’s Violin Shop ..........................3412

Tonoch Audio .......................1771, 7521

Top-Up Industry Corp. ...................1831

Toru Nittono Guitars .......................5894

Tour Supply  ...................................3393

Towner Down Tension Bar .............2589

Trace Elliot ........................................201

TransAudio Group ..........................6945

Traveler Guitar ................................5266

Treasures From the Attic ....................E1

TreeWorks Chimes .........................3265

Trem King  ......................................1227

Tri-Technical Systems ....................1300

Triad Products ................................5935

Trick Percussion Products .............2864

Tricor AB .........................................4758

Trolli Master Sdn. Bhd....................7305

Tropical Music & Pro Audio ............5765

Tru Tuner.........................................2360

Truth Custom Drums  .....................3549

TRX Cymbal ...................................2765

TSS Fortune ...................................2915

TSYS Merchant Solutions ............168-B

Turkish Cymbals .............................2758

TV Jones ........................................5829

Two Old Hippies ...................1800, 1801

Two-Rock Amplification .................2883

Tycoon Percussion .........................3570

Tyler Net .........................................1107

U-Bass ...........................................5314

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ........2006

UE Ultimate Ears ............................4152

Ultimate Guitar USA  ......................4715

Ultimate Support Systems .............6690

Ultracase Corp ...............................5991

Ultrasone  .......................................6998

Ultrasonic Power Corporation .......2705

United States Postal Service .........2800

Universal Audio  ...................7005, 7802

Universal Champion Electro ..............1764

UpBeat Daily ..................................4319

US Band and Orchestra/SLM ........4000

US Music Corp...........4840, 5034, 5244

Utrera Custombass Guitars ...........1352

Valuetone Musical Supply..............3520

Vandoren S.A.S. .............................3112

Vater Percussion  ...........................3072

Veillette Guitars ..............................5276

VERITAS 
INSTRUMENT 

RENTAL
Booth 3501

Verne Q. Powell Flutes ...................3512

Vestax .............................................6464

Vestax Corporation ..................... A6252

VFE Pedals .....................................2272

VHT Amplification ..........................5476

Vibratosax USA ..............................2613

Vic Firth ................................3040, 3050

Vienna Symphonic Library .............6724

Vigier Guitars ..................................4762

Viki Exports (Pvt) (India) .................3227

Viktorian Guitars .............................1477

Vintage Guitar  ...............................4710

Vintage Vibe  ..................................5410

Violet Musical Instruments .............1255

Virga ...............................................1141

Virgin Musical Instrument  .............6012

Viscount Church Organs ..................508

Vision Musical Instruments ............1006

Visionary Instruments.....................3499

Vivid Amplifiers ...............................1281

Vivo USA Corp. ..............................3426

Vnewsletter ....................................5135

Vocal Xtreme ..................................1653

VocalBooth.com .............................4334

Vocalize U.......................................2278

Vocopro ..........................................5876

Vogel Amps & Guitars ....................2487

Voodoo Lab ....................................5414

VOVOX ...........................................6796

VOX Amplification ..........................6440

VOYAGE AIR
Booth 1401

VUE Audiotechnik ..........................6464

W&T Intl America ...........................7314

W.L. Gore & Associates .................4272

Walden Guitars ...............................1307

Walter Piano Transport.....................807

Wampler Pedals .............................1470

Wanne  .........................................3200

Warwick & Music Equipment ........4576

Watson Guitars .............................1306

Watson Musical Instrument ..........1340

Wave Distribution .........................6324

Wave Stringed Instruments  ..........3600

WaveDNA .......................................1007

WaveMachine Labs........................6907

Waves .............................................6824

Wazinator Australia ........................1258

WD MUSIC 
PRODUCTS 
Booth 1851

Wedgie Products ............................3590

Welkin Sound  ........................1104, 725

Wessell, Nickel and Gross .............9888

West Coast String Instruments ......3004

Westheimer Corp. ..........................4458

Westone Laboratories ....................6958

Wexler Music (David Wexler &) ......3333

Wharfedale Pro ..............................6464

Whirlwind........................................6930

Whotune Music Group ................... E-18

Wi Digital Systems .........................5828

Wiley ...............................................5013

Willis Music Company ...................4618

Wilmington Fibre ............................5989

Windcraft Limited ...........................3024

Winged Instruments .......................2632

WITTNER & KG ..............................3030

Wood Violins ..................................3404

Woodnote Music USA  ..................3505

Woosung Chorus Industries ..........1536

WorldMax International ..................2740

WorldMax USA  ..............................2740

Worship Musician Magazine.........4712

Wuhan Silken Musical Instrument.. 2855

Wuhan Wuchang Heniry Violin .....2521

X-Laser ...........................................7329

Xilica Audio Design ........................7325

XO Audio ........................................1002

Xstatic Pro Inc. ...............................7525

Yale String ......................................4136

YAMAHA CORP. 
OF AMERICA

Booth 100MA, 102MA

Yankee Veneer................................1348

Yantai Kingsburg Piano Co. .............625

Yellow Jackets Tube Converters ....4893

Yellow Matter Entertainment ..........6921

Yerasov Music Corporation ...........7610

Yorkville Sound Inc.........................6555

You Rock Guitar .............................6599

Young Chang North America ...514, 520

YueSen Musical Instrument ...........1530

Yuyao Benlong Electric & Sound ...1370

Yuyao Boyun ..................................1240

Zaolla Silverline ..............................5590

Zinky Electronics ............................5218

ZOMO USA ....................................6294

Zon Guitars ....................................5943

ZT Amplifiers, Inc. ..........................4695

ZVEX EFFECTS ..............................4134
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PASIC 2012 I BY KATIE KAILUS

THE PASIC BEAT
M

ore than 6,000 
drumming enthu-
siasts descended 
upon Austin, 
Texas, from Oct. 

31–Nov. 3 for the annual Percus-
sive Arts Society International 
Convention (PASIC). While this 
year’s show saw the highest num-
ber of attendees in four years, a 
few East Coast exhibitors were 
effected by Hurricane Sandy, 
which hit New York and New 
Jersey on Oct. 29 — two days 
before the start of the show.

“We had a couple people 
that had difficulties getting 

out here,” said Rick Drumm, 
president of D’Addario, which 
is headquartered on Long Island 
in Farmingdale, N.Y. “They are 
jumping around to three or four 
different airports.”

But even Hurricane Sandy 
couldn’t stop the buzz exhibi-
tors made by showcasing their 
latest additions.

PASIC LAUNCHES

Held a little less than three 
months before January’s an-

nual NAMM Show, PASIC had 
its fair share of product debuts 
— proving that drum suppliers 

aren’t waiting for the “big show” 
to launch their new wares.

Kat Percussion, which was 
initially founded in 1985, chose 
PASIC to re-launch itself as a 
player in the drum market, and, 
in the process, debut its first elec-
tronic kits, the KT1 and KT2.

The KT1 features 150 sounds 
with 10 user-programmable 
drum set configurations, while 
the KT2 boasts more than 450 
studio-grade drum, cymbal and 
percussion sounds. Both kits 
include a non-slip rack and a 
tennis ball beater, making the 
kit even more quiet.

“A lot of times even elec-
tronic drums are a little loud 
for a house or apartment,” said 
Mark Moralez, electronic drums 
manager for KMC Musicorp, the 
distributor of Kat Percussion. “So 
we tried to bring the bass drum 
level down, and it’s super pad-
ded with the tennis ball beater. 
Everyone who has been playing 
these kits has been blown away 
by them.”

Dixon Drums launched the 
Artisan MBS kit. The newly 
added hybrid kit is constructed 
from a combination of North 
American maple and Bubinga 

1. SKB’s Justin Toebe and Will Steven; 2. 
From left: Ludwig’s Jim Catalano, Branislav 
Zivkovic, Robert Henry, Gary Devore, 
Corkey Trevino and Josh Allen; 3. Zildjian’s 
Aaron Jackson; 4. Tama’s Ike Jackson; 5. 
Taye Drums’ Todd Trent; 6. Pearl’s Shawn 
Lafrenz; 7. LP’s Angelo Arimborgo; 8. 
D’Addario’s Rick Drumm and Richard 
Markus; 7. From left: KMCMusicorp’s Joe 
Mazza, Mark Nelson and John Palmer
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woods. “This kit is a sneak peak 
for us, a glance at what we will 
be showing at the upcoming 
NAMM Show,” said Jim Ud-
ing, brand manager for Dixon 
Drums.

WORLD DOMINATION

While the trend of electronic 
drums continued to gain 

momentum with the release of 
kits by Kat and Roland, world 
percussion continued its domi-
nation and showed its staying 
power with many new product 
debuts.

Remo rolled out its new Versa 
Drums line of world percussion 
products, which feature taper-fit 
drum coupling. The Versa drum 
is offered in three large body 
shapes, including djembe, timbau 
and tubano.

Latin Percussion showcased 
an assortment of cajons and 
djembes, and Angelo Arimbo-
rgo, LP’s director of sales, said 
world percussion is in such high 
demand partly because of its por-
tability, adding that he’s found 
cajons to be the most popular 
thanks to their likeness to acous-
tic drums.

“[Cajons] are like a drum set 
in a box,” Arimborgo said. “A 
player can sit down and play 
and get a bass sound and a snare 
sound out of it. [Latin Percus-
sion] is also working on a pedal, 
so users can play a bass drum 
pedal on the front plate. But I’ve 
seen guys set up cymbals and 
have a tambourine on their foot, 
and they’ll play cymbals with the 
cajon — like a little drum kit.”

PASIC 2013 will be held in 
Indianapolis, Ind. from Nov. 
13–16. MI

1. Dixon Drums’ Jim Uding; 2. Yamaha’s 
Doug Steinmetz; 3. From left: Black 
Widow Drum Web’s Chase Wiens, Lenny 
Vitulli and Bob Hyams; 4. Tycoon Percus-
sion’s George Balmaseda, Ivy Yu and Nicole 
Abucejo; 5. Gon Bops’ Luis Cardoso
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BASSMAXX I PROFUNDO

Super 
Subwoofer
Bits latest Profundo 
series powered sub-
woofer. The new XSP218 
MAXX-ill with 6800 watts 

a combination of depth, 

The MAXX-ill is designed 
for touring profession-
als who want to reduce 
the size and weight of 
their rigs, yet still deliver 
huge volume, power and 
bass. {bassmaxx.com}
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ADAM AUDIO I F SERIES

Adam’s Latest
Adam Audio has introduced the F series 

of professional monitors with signa-
ture tweeter technology. The new F series 

and SubF dedicated subwoofer. Both the 
F5 and F7 employ the company’s new ART 
tweeter that provides performance similar 
to ADAM’s X-ART tweeter in a smaller size. 
The SubF is small yet powerful and features 
an 8-inch woofer. {adam-audio.com}

MONKEY BANANA I TURBO SERIES

Monkey Business
Monkey Banana’s Turbo series is com-

monitors (4-, 5-, 6- and 
8-inch drivers) and a 
10-inch subwoofer. 
All models are 
available in red or 

acoustic design 
-

and optimal bass 

material ensures 
proper damping 
of vibrations 
and unwanted 
resonances 
from the drivers. 
{mixware.net}



AUDIO & RECORDING

AUDIO-TECHNICA I SYSTEM 10

Universal System
AGHz Digital Wireless is ideal for a wide range of 
applications. The system operates in the 2.4 GHz 
range and is therefore immune to TV and DTV inter-

-
tremely easy operation with instantaneous channel 
selection, sync and set-up. {audio-technica.com}

ALLEN & HEATH I XB-10

Ultra Compact
Allen & Heath has launched the XB-10, an ultra-

range of applications. Based on the larger 
XB-14, the XB-10 has three mic/line 
inputs and three stereo inputs and is 
equipped with a similar range of 

for broadcasters, including 
a telephone communica-
tion channel and mic 
channel on switch 
sensing. MAP: 
$849. {allen-
heath.com}
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AUDIO & RECORDING

SOUND DEVICES I 664 PRODUCTION MIXER

Mix It Up
Sound Devices recently debuted the 664 

-
nectivity and recording capabilities, along 

for trim, fader, pan and PFL. The inputs 
and four output buses are all recordable 
for a total of 10 tracks of recording. The 

high-dynamic range and transformer-less 
preamps, which accept mic- or line-
level signals. {sounddevices.com}

AURALEX I PROFUSOR II

All Wrapped Up
AWrapped Sound Diffusor addresses 

energy in the room or greatly chang-
ing the frequency content of the sound. 
ProFusors let users enhance the ac-
curacy of critical listening environments 
and create a larger sweet spot. The 

fabric color options. {auralex.com}
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PRESONUS I STUDIO ONE 2.5

Major Update
PreSonus has released Studio 

One 2.5, a major update to the 
company’s Studio One 2 DAW. 
Free to Studio One 2 users, this 
update adds nearly 100 enhance-
ments and features, as well as many 

One 2 have been updated, includ-
ing Studio One Artist, Producer, 
Professional and Free. New fea-
tures and enhancements include 
folder track editing, track transform 
improvements, and an overhaul of 
Ampire XT as well as automation 
enhancements. {presonus.com}

GATOR I G-TOUR CASE

Custom Fit
G

-
sole. The new G-TOUR X32 features 
thick, heavy-duty plywood construction 

The interior is lined with Specialized 
EVA foam padding to safely secure and 
protect the X32. {gatorcases.com}
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Optek’s Fretlight guitar is a func-
tional guitar that boasts light up 

fingering information for chords, scales, 
songs, riffs and tablature on the fret-
board. All six models come complete 
with Fretlight’s Ready Beginner Les-
sons, Chord & Scale library, a John 
Lennon and Paul McCartney play-along 
video, and Improviser software. 

“Fretlight is game-changing,” said 
Rick Myers of Jim’s Music. “It helps 
our customers learn to play faster by 
providing the mechanical logistics. Not 
only has it become our go-to product for 
beginning guitar players, but it helps us 
to bridge the generation gap. I encour-
age all retailers to jump on the Fretlight 
bandwagon while they still can.”

VINTAGE I V52MRBS

Vintage Star
Vintage Guitars’ Vintage 

ICON V52MRBS model 
channels Nashville’s legend-
ary Grand Ole Opry with its 
distressed body boasting 

guitar features an adler 

and Wilkinson tuners and 
pickups. {jhs.co.uk}

KALA I SOLID MAHOGANY LITE

Lite Uke
Kala recently released 

the Solid Mahogany 
Lite series, which features 
a solid wood design that 
is light in both color and 
weight. Made of all-solid 
Okoume, the new series 
consists of four models, in-
cluding a soprano long neck, 
concert, tenor and tenor 
cutaway with custom Kala 

-
gerboard and bridge, 
mahogany neck, 
vintage chrome 
tuners and a slot-
ted headstock. 
{kalabrand.com}

RETAILER 
APPROVED

Rick Myers
Jim’s Music
Tustin, Calif.
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FENDER I LIMITED EDITION 
SHERYL CROW 1959 CUSTOM 
TELECASTER

Crow’s 
Custom
Fender has debuted 

the Limited Edition 
Sheryl Crow 1959 Cus-
tom Telecaster. The 
instrument is modeled 
after a guitar that was 
given to Crow by a fan 
who lost her battle 
with breast cancer. 
Crow, a breast can-
cer survivor herself, 
accepted the instru-
ment from the fan’s 
family. Available 
in Faded Choco-
late Three Color 
Sunburst, the guitar 
features a double-
bound hand-se-
lected lightweight 
alder body and 
a mid-1960s 
oval “C”-shaped 
maple neck. 
{fender.com}

THE LOAR I LH-319

True Classic
The new Loar LH-319 features a solid 

hand-carved and hand-graduated 
spruce top accompanied by select 
maple back and sides. The mahogany 

Golden Age instruments. The fret-
board is rosewood, and the compen-

sated bridge is ebony. {theloar.com}
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GUITAR TECH I THUMB PICKS

Pick Up These
Guitar Tech has released its 

-

GT thumb picks that boast a 
medium loop and come 

set in tortoiseshell. {jhs.
co.uk/guitartech}

LEVY’S LEATHERS I SUEDE STRAPS

Sweet Suede
Levy Leather’s new 4-inch wide 

suede leather guitar strap was 
designed to be used for bass gui-
tars, but is ideal for any heavy guitar. 
The strap’s width lets it distribute 
the weight of a heavy instrument. 
It boasts a simple suede backing 
and black decorative piping. The 
suede backing’s grip also helps to 
keep neck-heavy guitars upright. 
The straps are available in eleven 
suede colors. {levysleathers.com}

DIGITECH I 3Q

Tone Shaper
De-pedal lineup by adding the 
3Q three-band EQ e-pedal. The 
3Q gives guitarists three frequency 
bands of adjustable passive 
and active equalization for 
wide-ranging tone shap-
ing. The 3Q features 
only four controls 
making it easy to 
use. The bass and 
treble knobs are 

boost/cut con-
trols. MSRP: 
$229.95. 
{digitech.
com}
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D&A I GIGSTAND

Pocket-Size 
Stand
The D&A Gigstand is a lightweight, 

folding guitar stand that’s safe for all 

both acoustic and electric models. The 
acoustic stand collapses in two steps 
and can be carried in a gig bag or back 
pocket of your jeans. {heydna.com}

ON-STAGE I UKE STAND

Mini Stand
On-Stage Stands recently began 

shipping the GS6000 Mighty 
Uke stand. The stand’s A-frame 
design ensures stability, while the 
entire stand folds up, making it 
compact and portable. Measur-
ing 8.5 by 3.5 inches 
when folded, the 

-
packs and gig bags, 
and weighs only a 
quarter of a pound. 
MAP: $17.95. {on-
stagestands.com}

FLOYD ROSE I 8-STRING TREMOLO

Terrific Tremolo
The new Floyd Rose 8-string trem-

olo features the same classic fea-
tures of the original. The kit includes 
the FR-8 tremolo bridge, locking nut, 
springs and claw, pivot screws, 
and all necessary hardware 
for installation. {floy-
drose.com}
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EASTWOOD I AIRLINE ESPANADA

Real Lightweight
Eastwood Guitars has introduced 

the Airline Espanada. The new 
lightweight, full hollowbody of-
fers a wide tonal palette. The 
25.5-inch scale guitar features 
a maple top and back with 
mahogany sides. It has a set, 
bound maple neck with rose-

Tune-O-Matic bridge, trapeze 
tail and Grover style tuners. 
{eastwoodguitars.com}
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EMG I 57 ACTIVE HUMBUCKER

EMG’s Latest 
EMG’s new 57 active humbucker is 

a bridge pickup suitable for any 
genre. The combination of Alnico V 
magnets combined with steel pole 
pieces produce a type of tone that 
suits players at any level or music 
type. The new 66 active humbucker 

neck using Alnico V magnets together 
with ceramic pole pieces to create a 
rhythm pickup that is full and open. 
MSRP: $199.99. {emgpickups.com}

KINSMAN I NEW SERIES

All Amped Up
Kinsman Amps now feature four guitar and four 

K100GFX boasts two channels that take users from 

50-watt Kinsman K50GFX features a 10-inch speak-
er, two channels and 24-bit digital effects. The series 
also includes the K25GFX, K15GFX, K25B, K50B and 
K100B models. {jhs.co.uk/kinsmanamplification}
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CARLSBRO I ADD501SL

Sweet Setup
Carlsbro’s new ADD501SL 

electronic drum kit features 
400 percussion voices with 
20 preset drum kits and 15 

output, headphone output and 
USB connector, and MIDI in/

out is also available for 
recording and play-
back. {jhs.co.uk}

YAMAHA I DTX400K DTX450K

Excellent 
Electronics 
Yamaha’s DTX electronic 

drum line up now includes 
two new kits, the DTX450K and 
DTX400K. The new models 
offer pro-level sounds and 
features. The DTX450K drum 
kit boasts newly designed drum 
pads, including a three-zone 
snare pad for head, rim-shot 
and side-stick sounds. The 
DTX400 kit comes with a steel 
rack and the new beater-less 
KU100 kick unit for quiet bass 
drum operation. {yamaha.com}



DRUM WORKSHOP I BIRCH SNARE

Boutique Birch
Drum Workshop has added a 

boutique-inspired snare drum to its 
snare drum line-up. Available in 5.5-by-
14 inch and 6.5-by-14-inch sizes, the 

set color. The versatile two-ply all-birch 
shell offers a round, throaty tone and 
can be tuned up high for hip-hop or 
down low for rock. {dwdrums.com}

DYNAMICX DRUMS I BACKBEAT SERIES

Dynamite Dynamicx
Dseries snare drum line. The drums feature a 
USA-made shell with a rering and are acoustically 
tuned with vintage style bearing edges to produce a 
warm tone. MSRP: $549. {dynamicxdrums.com}
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TOCA I 20TH ANNIVERSARY DRUMS

Anniversary 
Edition
Toca has marked 

its 20th anniver-
sary with a collection of 
special edition drums, 
including an 11-inch 
quinto, an 11.75-inch 
conga, a 12.5-inch 
tumbadora, 7-inch and 
8.5-inch bongos, and 
a 12-inch rope-tuned 

freestyle II djembe with a 
goatskin head. Each drum 

is hand-painted, and features 
a commemorative badge. 
All congas and bongos 
boast black mirror hardware. 
{tocapercussion.com}
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REGAL TIP I DANIEL ADAIR B-52

Signature Stick 
Regal Tip recently launched the Daniel Adair B-52 

stick, the signature model for the Nickelback drum-

with an acorn tip, this stick is designed to hold up un-
der all circumstances. The stick measures 16.25 inches 
in length and .590 inches in diameter. {regaltip.com}

PEARL I P3000C DEMON CHAIN PEDAL

Pearl’s Demon
Pearl recently introduced the 

P3000C Demon Chain pedal 
and P3002C Demon Chain Double 
pedal. The Demon Chain employs 
Pearl’s linear-response perfect circle 
cam and power chain with low-
friction rollers, providing a consis-
tent and smooth feel throughout 
the stroke for accuracy and control. 
Ultra-low friction NiNjA bearings, 
paired with the Z-link Drive Shaft, 
give the Demon Chain speed and 
dependable construction, ensur-
ing zero play that lets a slave pedal 
respond as quickly and precisely as 
a primary pedal. {pearldrum.com}
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YAMAHA I MX SERIES

Sleek Synths
Yamaha has added the MX49 and MX61 to the 

MX series of synthesizers. Both models include 
an eight-element engine, Yamaha’s Virtual Circuit 
Modeling effects and 1,134 preset voices. The 
MX49 and MX61 also come with USB Audio I/O 
capabilities that allow for direct recording of MX 
keyboard sounds onto a computer. {yamaha.com}

J.D. GRANT I LOMENCE

Seamless Upright 
J.D. Grandt Piano Supply has debuted 

the Lomence upright pianos. Along 
with the seamless acrylic cabinet design, 
Lomence adds a projection lid which 
allows for a circular segment of the lid 
to open up for a richer, greater sound 
without having to remove photos and other 

home on the lid of a piano. {jdgrant.com}
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PEARL FLUTES I DOLCE, ELEGANTE SERIES

True Elegance
Pearl Flutes recently debuted the 

Dolce and Elegante series. The in-
struments offer custom performance 
options to aspiring students and are 
available in 12 different models. The 

-

MSRP: $1,600. {pearlflutes.com}

GONZALES REEDS I LOCAL 627

All That Jazz
Gonzalez Reeds has launched 

Local 627, a jazz line for 

These reeds were designed to 
be played with jazz and popular 

-
ible pallet let the Gonzalez Jazz 
reeds be dynamic and versatile, 
ideal for advanced and profes-
sional players. The reeds are 
available in quarter-strengths 
to offer greater consistency. 
MSRP: $37.30–$47.20. 
{gonzalesreeds.com}

ARIA LIGHTS I BRIO

Bright Brio
Aria Lights has launched 

Brio, a bright, recharge-
able LED music stand light. 
Many times brighter than 
incandescent music lights, 
Brio operates on batteries at 
full brightness for 3.5 hours or 
at half brightness for 15 hours. 
A built-in, full-range dimmer 
lets musicians reduce the 
light level for darker venues, 
such as pits and jazz clubs. 
Brio can also be plugged 
in for powered use. MSRP: 
$169.95. {arialights.com}
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PRINT, MULTIMEDIA & GIFTS

ALFRED I NEW AUDIO TITLES

Audio Boot 
Camp
Alfred has launched two 

new pro-audio titles, Au-
dio Recording Basic Training 
and Audio Mixing Boot Camp. 
The instructional resource 
book and DVD sets are writ-
ten by acclaimed producer, 
engineer and author, Bobby 
Owsinski. Audio Recording 
Basic Training is designed 
with hands-on recording 

listen and work like a pro, 
including tried-and-true 
tips, tricks, and secrets. 
Audio Mixing Boot Camp 
is built around a series of 

and takes the guesswork 

sounding projects. MSRP: 
$29.99. {alfred.com}

CARL FISCHER I ‘FOUNDATION STUDIES FOR VIOLIN’

Updated Classic
Carl Fischer’s latest release Wohlfahrt’s 

Foundation Studies for 
Violin, Volume 2: 42 Stud-
ies, is a second volume 
edition of the seminal 
Wohlfahrt violin method, 
which has been updated 
and edited by violinist 
Rachel Barton Pine. The 
collection contains newly 
engraved modernized 

dynamics by Pine. Also in-
cluded in the second edi-
tion is a DVD of Pine play-
ing all 42 etudes with two 
camera views so students 
can see both the bow and 
the left-hand technique 
along with MP3 audio 
tracks. {carlfischer.com}

FLEA MARKET MUSIC I ‘THE DAILY UKULELE: 
LEAP YEAR EDITION’

Leaps n’ Bounds
Flea Market Music has debuted 

The Daily Ukulele: Leap Year Edi-
tion songbook, the follow-up to its 

new Leap Year Edition features 366 

ukulele. {fleamarketmusic.com}
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THEODORE PRESSER I ‘DISTURBED, A LULLABY’

Disturbing Lullaby
Theodore Presser recently released 

David Leisner’s Disturbed, A Lullaby. 
This work for solo guitar begins with 

-
ally into a dense counterpoint, eventu-
ally returning to the beginning theme, 
with a ghost of the lullaby in harmon-
ics. MSRP: $6.99. {presser.com}

HAL LEONARD I 
‘MAKING THE SCENE: 
NASHVILLE’

Music 
City 
Guide
Hal Leonard’s 

Making the 
Scene: Nashville 
- How to Live, 
Network, and Suc-
ceed in Music City 
by Liam Sullivan is 
a guide for musi-
cians looking to 
move and estab-
lish themselves in 
the city. The book 
includes interviews 
with music industry 
professionals, who 
provide insight into 
Nashville’s and how 
to hit it big time. 
{halleonard.com}
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BLIZZARD LIGHTING I TORRENT

Torrential Light
Blizzard Lighting has added the Torrent F3 to its 

Torrent series of LED-powered moving heads. 
Equipped with a 50-watt Luminus CST-90 LED light 

requests received from DJs, club installers and pro-
duction users. The Torrent F3 features a rotating gobo 
wheel with seven brand new rotating, 
interchangeable gobos 
plus open, and a 
static gobo 
wheel with 
eight gobos. 
{blizzard-
lighting.
com}

PIONEER I RMX-1000 REMIX STATION

Bright White
Pioneer recently released a pearl white 

-
tion, which enables DJs to enhance their 

ability to create and add audio effects for 
intuitive track arrangements. The RMX-

controls, Scene FX, Isolate FX and Re-

design for easy portability and conve-
nience. MSRP: $999. {pioneer-usa.com}

CHAUVET I GEYSER RGB

Old Faithful
Chauvet’s latest Geyser 

RGB generates an illumi-
nated CO2 cannon. As an effects 
light and fogger in one unit, it 
blasts a vertical stream of safe, 
water-based fog while simulta-
neously illuminating it with 21 
high-power, three-watt RGB 
LEDs. {chauvetlighting.com}
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FOR SALE:
Very successful, well established 
American case manufacturer for sale. 
International distribution, ecommerce, 
strong brands with international 

easy to run. $260K plus inven tory, no 

seller. steve@coloradocase.com

STEINWAY PIANO SALES
It is not often that an opportunity to 

becomes available!  This opportunity is 
available NOW in beautiful Scottsdale, 

Our most successful candidates have 

building relationships, and knowl-
edge of pianos and piano literature.

Steinway Piano Showroom is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Apply for this job via email to:
bobs@steinwayarizona.com

X

X Payments: Send check or charge it on MasterCard, Visa or Discover.
X

X

BUYERS WANTED

VISIT
MUSICINCMAG.COM

TODAY!
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RENTAL

SERVICEBUYERS WANTED
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RETAILER
ASK THE

How do you merchandise 
your lighting department?
It’s about getting a mix of 
high- and low-end products 
in order to accommodate 
every demographic. We do 
a lot of rentals out of our 
lighting room, too. It’s a 
lot easier to show custom-
ers the products that way. 
Everything is plugged in, 
and we have everything on 
a computer that we can use 
to demo the products. We 
always ask, “What are you 
looking for?” “What are you 
going to use the product 
for?” “What kind of price 
range are you looking at?” 

Then, we use the room 
to highlight the ones that 
we think can work for 
them. We use the Martin 
LightJockey to control the 
lights and lasers. For ex-
ample, if people are look-
ing for American DJ lights, 
we can quickly show them 

everything American DJ. 
Everything in the room is 
divided by brand and price. 
All the expensive moving 
heads will be at the top. We 
do bundle, we do discount. 
We know what the price tag 
can be for us realistically.

 Our largest group is the 
mobile DJ clientele. We’ll 
have club owners come 
through. We also have 
people come through that 
are hosting their own pri-
vate parties and just want 
to rent lights or a fog ma-
chine. It’s really a mix of 
everyone. 

Say a mobile DJ came 
in; we’d offer them some-
thing portable, such as the 
Chauvet 4Bar. It’s a built-
in truss with lights and 
modern LEDs. LED and 
lasers are really big right 
now. Plus, the mobile DJ 

wants something mobile 
and compact. 

We also show a lot of 
LED fog machines, which 
are also really happening at 
the moment. The fog shoots 
up, kind of like a pyro ef-
fect. In total, we probably 
have more than 100 fixtures 
in the showroom. We also 
have pictures of the store 
on our website. 

With the Web, it’s really 
smart to do bundles, like a 
laser with a fog machine, 
and then you add juice and 
a pinspot. When it comes 
to lighting, you can always 
make unique combinations 
and special packages. We’re 
getting into the LED wall 
system, so eventually there 
will be an LED wall in the 
lighting room. The light-
ing department should be a 
playland for the customer.

>>>
Matt Elleson
On Stage Visuals
Detroit

Lighting is something tangible that 
you can’t see going through maga-

zines. It’s helpful to see websites with 
video and YouTube, but you lose that 
third dimension. That’s the reason 
why we have a showroom. The light-
ing department is about 25 percent 
of our building. We’re able to loan out 
to the customer, and a certain portion 
of that rental would go toward the 
purchase of the product. We also pair 
the items that we feel are good mov-
ers and couple those with items that 
maybe aren’t moving quite as fast.

>>>
Mike Carlson
M-C Audio 
Madison, Wis. 

We try a whole range of products 
— lasers, LED lighting and even 

ones we think are the best value. We 
bring these into the showroom to 
learn all about the product and dem-
onstrate them to customers. We also 
bring our newest products to the ven-
ues at which we DJ or to locations 
where we rent club systems. We test 
out which lights perform the best, 
look the coolest and last longest. It 
boosts the coolness of our events 

what it will look like. We’ve also de-
veloped MC Audio as an educational 
resource, offering free scratch-DJ 
classes and monthly Ableton Live 
clinics. These are proving to grab 
online attention better than any video. 

>>>
Jeffrey Kwan
RealProAudio
New York

We have a reputation of letting 
people try before they buy. 

Both of our showrooms have more 

for demo at any point. The entire 
ceiling of the showroom has lighting 
around it. It depends on what type 
of look they’re going for. If they have 
no clue, we just ask them if it’s for a 
restaurant, a club or a bar. We’ll turn 
off the lights in the showroom, put up 
some fog and turn on all of the mov-

25 moving headlights. They can take 
their pick based on their budget.

>>>
Betti Lavi
Midwest Pro Audio
Chicago






